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[1.0J INTRODUCTION
AmerIcan CIvil War is a simulation, on a stra tegic
scale. of the fratricidal War between the
States between June 1861 and June 1865. The
~imulation is primarily o f the land conflicts
between the North and South with some ~econdary
simulation of the Union Naval and Riverin e forces.
The game covers the entire war in seasonal t urns.
Optional scenarios allow Players to simulate the
effect of border states changing sides, of European
recognition of the Confederacy, and of European
intervention in the conflict.

[2.0J GENERAL
COURSE OF PLAY
American Civil War is basically a two·player game.
Each Player moves his units and executes attacks
on Enemy forces in turn, attempting to fulfill the
victory conditions. To move from one land hex to
another each army unit expends a portion of its
Movement Allowance. Sea Lift Capacity makes the
amphibious transfer and supply of Union ground
units possible. Union Naval and Riverine units
move along river htxsldes in simulation of their
unique movement capabilitieS.
Combat is resolved by comparing the total Combat
Strength Points of adjacent opposing units and
expressing the comparison as a difference between
attacker and defender. A die is rolled and the
outcome indicated on the Co mbat Results Table is
applied to the forces involved .

There is one basic version of this gam e using the
rules sections 1.0 through IS.0. Additional
scenarios may be played modifying the basic
rules as noted .

[3.0] GAME EQUIPMENT
(3.11 THE GAME MAP
The 22" x 34·' mapsheet portrays the sou th-central
and south-eastern portions of the United States in
wh ich the significant campaigns of the Ci vil War
took place. A hexagonal grid is superimposed
upon the mapsheet to regularize the movement
and position of the playing pieces.
(3.2) THE PLAYING PIECES
Two d:fferently colored sets of playing pieces are
supplied. They are known as "units" and represent
formations of the two opposing armies. the Union
navy. Union riverine flotill as and Union railway
specialists. They are distinguished by "nationality:· type and Combat Strength, as represented
by the numbers and symbols printed on their faces.
lMPORTANT: Units represent nothing more than
a collection of Strength Points of a certain type and
··nationality."' Li ke money they are completely
interchangeable so long as their type and total
value remains the same. Two army units each
worth five a re the equal of three army units each
worth three plus one army unit worth one. Both
collections of units represen t a force of te n
Strength Points and are equal in every way. Playe rs
may alter the composition of units on a given hex
at any time so long as the Strength Point total of
the force in the hex remains constant. See the
Stacking Rules for fu rther details_
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[3.31 GAME CHARTS AND TABLES
The game makes use of various charts and tables
as part of its play-system and also to organize data
in to an easily retrievable form. The use of these
graphic aids is explained in the appropriate rules
sections. Players sho uld examine the charts and
tables on the map and in the rules before reading
further in the rules text.
!3_4 [ GAME EQUIPMENT INVENTORY
Each game of American CI vil War should contain
the following components:
One 22 · · ~ 34·' game map
One die-cut counter sheet (200 pieces)
One rules folder
One bo~'"
One die '"
-non-subscription version, only.

[4.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY
[4. 1] THE GAME-T URN
Each of the Sixteen Game-Turns is split into two
Player-Turns. Each Player-Turn is divided into
seven Phases. All action must take plaee in
sequence as outlined below or it is illegal and not
permitted. The Player whose turn it is is called the
Phasing Player.

13.21 1 SUMMARY OF UNIT TYPES

r{l
~combat

Strength Points. Units with a Combat Strength of
0) may not attac k or move and are placed only in
Forts Sumter and Pic kens. in accordance with the
rules on setting up the game.
Movement Allowan ce is the basic movement
abili tyofa unit quantified in Movement Points; in
most cases a unit e xpends one Movement Point of
its total Movement Poin t Allowance for each hex
entered. Movement Allowances are not printed on
the units. The Movement Allowance for all uni ts
varies with the Season being played and is
indicated on the Turn Record and Reinforcement
Chart.

~

[

4 [

LA);.

[3_22) DEFINITION OF BASIC TERMS
Combat Strength is the basic attacking and
defending power of a unit quantified in Combat

(4.2) SEQUEN CE OUTLINE
A. FIRST PLA YER-TURN (normally the Confederate Player)
t. Reinforcement Phase. The Phasing Player ta kes
the reinforcements allotted him and places them
on the map as ou tlined in the Reinforcement
Rules (no reinforcements on Game-T urn ]).
2. Attrition Phase. The Phasing Player eliminates
Strength Points from his existing forces as outlined
in the Attrition Rules. Note that this Phase is only
operative in the third and fourth seasons of
every year.
3. Command Control Phase. The Phasing Player
rolls the die and consults the Command Control
chart to determine which army units are active and
which units are inactive during his Player-Turn.
4_ Supply Judgement Phase. The PhaSing Player
determines which of his units are in supply or out
of supply. Place ··U" marker on unsupplied units.
5. Movement Phase. The Phasing Player may
move any or all of his uni ts in any di rection subject
to the Movement Rules up to the limit of the
Seasonal Movement Allowance. Rail. River, and
Sea Movement ta ke place during this Phase
interchangeably with normal land movement.
Double- Match Movement and Combat also take
place interchangeably.
6. Combat Phase. The Phasing Player executes
attacks on adjacent Enemy units as outlined in
the Combat Rules.
7. Supply Attrition Phase. The Phasing Player
eliminates any of his units which have remained
unsupplied and are unable to forage. Remove"U"s.
B. SECOND PLAY ER-TURN (Union Player)
Repeat Phases One through Seven for the Union
Player who becomes the Phasing Player.

C. VICTORY EVALUATION AN D

LEADER PROMOTION INTERPHASE
1. At the conclusion of every Southern PlayerTurn, Players should evaluate the te rritorial
situation in light of the victory conditions.
2. Leader Promotions can be given as points are
accrued. at the end of a Player's Turn or at the end
of every Game·Turn. by mutual agreement.

[5.0] MOVEMENT
COMJ\llENTARY:
There are several different aod contrasting types
of movement tha t an army unit can execute during
a Movement Phase. T here is normal or land
movement which simulates an army unit on the
march, there is rail movement which simulates the
effect of moving army formations by rail. and there
is sea movement which simulates movement by
naval transport.
Naval units have a different system of movement
from army units, and riverine units have a unique
system of movement when operating on rivers and
move like naval units when operating on the sea.
And lastly, the US MRR units have a rail
movement and a repair movement. All of these
types of units with their contrasting movement
abilities are moved during the Movement Phase.
There is no set sequence in which a Player must
move his varying unit types. I.e .• he doesn't need to
move all his army units before moving any of his
riverine units etc., so long as he strictly obeys the
Movement Procedure.
GENERAL RULE:
During the Movement Phase the Phasing Player
may move as many or as few of his "active" units
as he desires so long as their Movement Allowance is not exceeded. Unused Movement Points
may not be accumulated from Phase to Phase nor
transferred from unit to uni t. "Active" uni ts are
defined as those units which are free to act after
the application of the Command Cont rol Rules
(11.0). Any aggregation of Strength Points which is
moved as one unit or one stac k of units is conside red a "force" or "formation." Such a "force"
must originate in a single common hex.
PROCEDURE:
Move each unit or stack of units ("force") tracing
the path of movement th rough the hexagonal grid.
Once a force has been moved and the Player's
hand withdrawn from that force it may not be
moved again during the Movement Phase. Forces
must be moved one at a time.
15.1 ] HOW TO MOVE UNITS
(5.Il ] During the Movement Phase only the
Phasing Player's units are moved, with th e
exception of the non.PhaSing Player's units which
are retreated in accordance with the rules of the
Double· Match option (9.13).
!5.12] Movement is calculated in terms of
Movement Points. Units expend Movement Points
from their Movement Allowance when moving
through the hexagonal grid. The cost to move
varies with the terrain entered and traversed and
the proximity of Enemy units.
!S.13] A moving "force" may divide into two or
more detachments during the e xecution of its
move. Each detachment then would constitute a
separate force which could proceed on its own, up
to the limit of the Seasonal Movement Allowance
after deducting the Movement Points expended
before the detachments were created (see 7.0).
Example. Force Z (composed of a 4 Strength Point
unit. plus a 2 Strength Point unit. plus a 3 Strength
Point unit) starts the Movement Phase in hex A.
The Phasing Player moves them together in a stack
to hex B expending 11 Movement Points in transit.
In hex B he removes the original units and
substitutes a 5 Strength Point unit and four I

Strength Point units. He detaches the 5 Strength
Point unit and moves it ot hex C e xpending up to
an additional 13 Movement Points (assuming a 24
Movement Point Season). The remaining four I
Strength Point Point units are moved in turn to
hexes D.E.F. and G respectively.
Detachments in turn may further divide creating
sub-detachmen ts so long as every detachment is at
least I Strength Point. Though a Player's hand
may be removed from some of the detachments
when moving other detachments, this is not
considered a violation of the Movement Procedure
since he is in the process of completing the
movement of the original force.
[5.14) Once detached, units may never recombine
during a Movement Phase for purposes of
Movement. They may, howeve r, recombine for
purposes of Combat (see 5.]5 below).
!S.151 Once a force and all of its detachmen ts and
sub·detachments have ceased moving they may not
move again du ring the Movement Phase. A force
from hex A may not combine In movemen t with a
force from hex B. This would be a violation of
procedure. Forces from different hexes may
terminate their respective movements in the same
hex and on the subsequent Combat Phase combine
their respective strengths in an attack. But a
Player may not move force A to hex C. then move
force B to hex C. and then proceed to move the
combined force A+B to hex D. Force A would
have to remain in hex C or move separately.
[5 .161 The Movement Allowance is variable; it
depends on the quarter of the year (season) as
indicated on the Turn Record/Reinforcement
Track.
!5.t1] No regular combat may ta ke place during
the Movement Phase. Only Double-Match Combat
is permitted in the Movement Phase. Double·
Match Combat is not considered regular combat;
it is a type of movement option (see 9.0).
!5.21 MOVEMENT INHIB ITIONS AND
PROHI BITlONS
!5.2 1] Army units may not cros!> all -sea hexsides
or tidal river hexsides except when executing sea
movement or with the aid of Riverine units, or at
specific ferry points.
!5.22) The effects of terrain, supply and enemy
unit's Zone of Con trol are cumulative and under
no ci rcumstance maya unit move to a given hex if
it lacks the Movement Points necessary to enter a
given hex.
(5.24] A unit may not move directly from one
enemy Primary Controlled hex to another Primary
Controlled hex unless it has met the requirements
of Double·Match movement.
15.25] Units may freely enter or move through
hexes containing other Friendly units. There is no
additional Movement Point expense for stacking
or unstacking with other Friendly units.
!5.26] Uni ts may not enter a hex containing an
Enemy unit except as noted in cases 5.63 and 17.3.
!5.3] SEASONAL MOVEMENT
15.3 1] The T urn Record/Reinforcement Chart
indicates in what season each Game-Turn is
played. The Movement Allowance for all units,
land, naval. riverine, and USMR R, is relative to
the season (quarter) in progress (1) win ter = 16
Movement Points; (2) spring = 24 Movement
Points: (3) summer = 24 Movement Points; (4) fall
= 20 Movement Points.
15.4] RAIL MOVEl\IENT
GENERAL RULE:
Both Confederate and Union Army units may
move by rail. Units which move by rail may only
move along railroads, con tiguous rail·he x by
contiguous rail-hex (i.e., that are adjacent and
connected by a rail line through a common

hexside). Units may combine tail movement wit h
normal movement in the same Player· Turn. Units
may only move by rail on Friendly or repai red
rail lines.
PROCED URE:
Units expend one Movement Point to simulate
entraining and one Movement Point to simulate
detraining. While moving by rail, units multiply
thei r Movement Allowance by ten and expend one
Rail Movement Point for every Railroad hex
entered. ignoring all other terrain effects (i.e., Rail
Movement consumes one tenth of a normal
Movement Point per hex entered).
CASES:
[5.4·1] The Union Player may move a maximum of
three Combat Strength Points by rail per PlayerTurn. The Confederate Player may move a
maximum of two combat Strength Points by rail
per Player·Turn.
[5.42] Units moving by rail may enter but not leave
an Enemy Secondary Zone. Units may neve r enter
an Enemy Primary Zone by rail.
[5.43] A unit may entrain and detrain several
times during the course of its movement (this is
often necessary to cross un· bridged rivers or to get
around Enemy units). This action does not count
against the Strength Point limits in S.41 above. A
Player may execute as many Rail Movements as he
can with anyone. two or three (for Union) unique
Strength Points.

coastal hexes and tidal river hexsides. Naval units
expend ';' Movement Point to enter an all·sea or
coastal hex. When naval units enter a tidal river
hcxside they move in a fashion similar to ·a
Riverine unit (see 17.0). Naval units expend one
Movement Point for every Tidal River hexside
entered.
[5.62] No more than six naval Strength Points may
operate on all the tidal Mississippi river hexsides at
any point in the game.
[5.63] Naval units ignore the land terrain in a
coastal hex. since they are assumed to be operating
only within the sea part of the coastal hex. This
means a Union Naval unit may be placed in the
same hex with a Confederate land unit and
vice versa.
[5.M ] Th~ lower parts of Florida and the
Mississippi River delta are not shown on the
mapsheet. The Movement Point costs for naval
or riverine units to circumnavigate or enter these
areas is summarized on the map.

[5.5] TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART {s~ map}
The amount of Movement Points expended by
Army units executing normal land movement
varies with the type of terrain in the hex entered
and the type of terrain of the hexside that is
crossed. These various costs arc summarized in the
Terrain Effects Chart. The cost to enter a hex is
cumulative (x points to cross a heuide plus y
points for the hex entered).

[5.7] RIVERIN E MOVEMENT
Riverine units have such unique movement
abilities and unusual effects that they are a
separate rules section to themselves 07.0).
[5.8] PJVER TRA NS PO RT
Both Players may move land units by river
movement. simulating the transport of ground
formations by riverboats.
River movement ta kes place along navigable river
hexsides. A unit expends one Movement Point to
embark and one Movement Point to disembark.
Embarkation and disembarkation takes place on
a hex adjacent to a navigable river hexside.
River Movement expends one Movement Point for
each hexside entered. The Confederate Player may
move a maximum of one Combat Strength Point
by River Movement per Player· Turn. The Union
Player may move a maximum of two points per
Player-Turn. River Movement may take place only
along Navigable and Tidal River hexsides.
River Movement may not take place through
hexsides adjacent to Enemy garrisoned forts.
Note: There are no "river transport·· units
representing the boats being used III river
movement of land units.
[5.9] SE A MOV EMENT
GEN ERAL RULE:
The Union Player may only make use of Sea
Movement. During his Movement Phase he may
move his ··active'· army units, or his USMRR
units by sea. The total number of land units which
may be sea·moved in anyone turn is limited by the
Sea Lift Capacity for the Game-Turn in progress
(see the Turn Record/Reinforcement T rack).
For purposes of this section only: a eoastal hex is
any hex which contains both land and sea and/or
any hex which is adjacent to a tidal river; a port
hu is any coastal hex which contains a city; a
coastal-fori hex is any coastal hex which contains a
fort (either pre-war OT wartime vintage): a simplecoastal hex is one which contains no cities or forts.

[5.6] NAV AL MOVEMENT
GEN ERAL RULE:
Only the Union Player has Naval Units representing a viable sea-going Navy. Only the Union Player
may use Naval Movement.

PROCED URE:
Units must begin the Movement Phase in a
Friendly porI aT coastal fort hex. They may be
transferred from the Friendly port (or fort) to any
other Friendly port. Friendly coastal fort, or
unoccupied coastal hex, regardless of the presence
of Enemy Zones of Control.

[5.44] Railroads do not negate terrain for purposes
of normal movemen t. Only those units which are
moving by rllil are able to ignore intervening
terrain. Players should note that there are several
points at which railroads arc cut by rivers. ]n order
to cross these rive rs the entrained unit must
detrain. cross the river in normal movement and
then en train again. Depending on the terrain on
the trans river hex this action could cost up to nine
normal Movement Points (one to detrain. one
additional for the rive r hexside, six for a swamp
hex entered, and one to then entrain).
[5.45J Only Army units and USMRR units may
use Rail Movement. Riverine and Naval Units may
not use Rail Movement.
[5.46J Units moving by rail use the equivalent of
one tenth of a normal Movement Point per hex
entered. A unit that moves 31 hexes by rail uses 3.1
Movement Points. When calculating the total
Movement expense all fractions are rounded up. In
the example above. 3. 1 Movement Points would
count as 4.0 Movement Points.
[5.47] Units must end their Movement Phase
detrained. Units may not be left in an entrained
pose.

PROCED URE:
Naval Units move du ring the Movement Phase.
tracing a path th rough the hexagonal grid.
CASES:
[5.61] Naval units may only enter all-sea hexes,

CASES:
[5.91 ] It costs five Movement Points for land units
to transfer any place along the Atlantic Coast, five
Points any place along the Gulf Coast and fifteen
Points to transfer from the Atlantic Coast to the

G ulf Coast or vice versa. You d o not coun t the
hens paned through.

15.92 1 Land unin ma y

n~v~r embark from a
simple cOlStal hu. nOt even the coastal hu onto
which they ma y have previously dlsembarked.
SUbje(:t to Sea Li ft Ca pacity no more than three
land poi nt s per turn may be land ed pe r si mple
coastal hex. You ma y land on severa l coasta l
h e~es pe r tu rn at a rat e of no morc tha n three
points per hex . Th e pr~senc~ of other Frie ndly
uni n does not affec t this.

15.931 Subject to Sea Lift ca pacity an un limited
amou nt of poi nt s may be transferred fro m po rts to
port s a nd fort s and vice versa.
Units may use Sea M ov~me n t to tra nsfer from a
part or fort on ;I tid al riyer to any coa$lal hex on a
tidal rive r. H()Yo·ever. they expend on~ MO\'ement
Poin t for e~ery Tid al river heuide cntcred in
addition to the norm ;ll Sea Moveme nt Costs. They
may not move past forti fied Enemy units.

15.941 UnilS which di sem bark on a simple coastal
hex may not move a ny furth er on th a t Movemen t
Ph ase nor may they allack during th e subsequen t
Com bat Phase.

[5.951 Uni ls wh ich d ise mbark in a port hu or
coasta l fort may e xpe nd an y remai ning Movement
Points in normal la nd moveme nt. To de termine
the balance of Move men t Points ded uct the COS t of
the Su Movemc nt pl us the cost of e ntering the
terrai n in the la nd ing part or fort hex from the
seasonal Moveme nt Allowance. Note tha t in the
fourth a nd first qua rter of any year a unit ma y not
move fro m the Atl a ntic cOlSt and land in a Swamp
hex on the Gul f Coa u since it would lac k the
nt(:essa ry Move ment Points to d o so.
[5.96[ Land unit s may not remai n at sea for a
turn. Th ey mu st land in the sam e Moveme nt
Phase th a t th ey go to sea in.
[5.971 Su Lift Ca padry , The Union Player has a
Sea Li ft Capaci ty to move and su pply la nd
St rengt h Points. me asured in Sea Li ft Points.
Begi nni ng wi th zero on Game·T urn onc Ihis
capacity consta ntly increases every Game·Turn.
One Sea Lift Point ca D eit her su pply two land
Points or move one la nd Poin t. Th us on Ga me·
Tu rn si x. the Sea Lift Ca pacity is twelvc Poi nts.
Assum e that the Uni on Player has twelve la nd
Poi nts traci ng sup ply to a coast or port hcx.
Duri ng his Supply Judgem ent Phase he must
a llocat e six Sea Lift Poin ts to supply th e twe lve
sea·depe ndent la nd Points. This leaves his six
Sea Lift Poi nts with which 10 tra nsport up to six
land St rengt h Poi nt s d uring thc Movem en t Phase.
[5.98) Unused Sea Lift Poinu are not accu mula ted
from Gamc-T urn to Ga me-T urn . e.g .. if the Union
Playe r expend s ten Poi n ts on Game·T urn six he
still gets only fou rtee n Poin ts on Game· Turn seve n.
[5.991 The Union Player may not volun ta rily lea ve
sea·supply·d epende nt un its withou t supply. He
mu st expe nd sea lift points for supply purposes
before usi ng an y e xcess for moveme nt pu rposes.

GENERAL RULE,
Primary and Second ary Zo nes of Cont rol inhibit
the move ment o f Enemy army uni ts. All units mu st
expend a n add ition al five Movement Points to
luve a n Enemy Prima ry or Secondary·cont rolled
hex. A un it may not move di rectly from one
Prim ary-cont rolled hex to another Prim arycont roll ed hex unless it meets the requirements for
Double· Match Moveme nt. Units are ne,'Cr forced
to have combat on account o f en tering a Primary
or S«ondary-con trolled hex.
CASES,
[6. 1) MOVEM.ENT EF FECfS
[6.1 1[ There is no ad ditiona l Move men t Point Cost

for entering a n Encmy controll ed he x per se
beyo nd the norma l terrai n cost for entc rin g the
given hex.
[6 .12[ A unit may leave a Seconda ry·con trolled

hex and ent er a Prima ry·cont rolled hex or anot her
S«ondary-cont roll ed hex so long as it has the fi,'c
Movement Points rema ining in ilS Movement
Allowance over and above the norm al terrai n
expe nse. LikewilC a unit may leave a Primary·
cont rolled he x for a St(:ondary·rontrolled he x by
paying an additional five Move men t Points.

16.2[ COMBAT EFFECfS
Zones of Control d o not affect comba t: att aCk ing
is compl etcly volu nt ary and the prese nce of an
Ene my Zone of Con tro l in a Friend ly occ upied hex
does not force comba t. Ho,,·eve r. the prese nce of
Ene my con trollcd he xes may affect Combat
Strengt hs by their effect on supply.
[b.3) TERRA IN EFF ECfS
Te rrai n affec ts the unit"s Zones of Control.
St(:ondary Zones of Con trol do not extend into
rough terra in hexes. swamp hexes. ac tive Enemy
city hexes. or in to or across all·sea and a ny
navigab le river hexsidcs. Prim ary Zones of Control
do not extend into or ac ross a ll·sea or tid a l rivc r
he xsides. or acti ve Enemy city hexes.

[6.4) SUPPLY EFFECTS

[6.01 ZONES OF
CONTROL
DEFI NITION ,
The six hexa gons immed iately surround ing a hex
constitutc the Primary Zone of Control or any army
unit(s) in tha t he x. H e ~es upon which a unit
exen s a prima ry "ZOne of cont rol arc called
Prima ry·cont rolled hexes. All twelve hexes adj a·
cent to Prima ry co nt rolled he xes conslitu te the
Seconda ry Zone of Co ntrol of th e uni!(s); to be
kn own as Second a ry· controll ed hexes. [n eff« t. a
unit ha s a Zone of Control exte ndin g for two
hcxes in eve ry di rec tion.

A un it supply pa th may not be traced through a n
Enemy Primary cont rolled hex unless the h e~ is
occupied by 3 Friend ly unit. Thus. for suppl)'
pu rposes Friendly un its neg ale Enemy Pri mary
Zones of Contro!. S«ondary Zones of Cont rol have
no eff«t on Supply.
16 .5[ MULTIP LE ZONES OF CONTROL

It is ent irely possible For a given hex to lie wi thi n
Friendl)' Uni t A's Primary Zone of Control a nd
Friend ly Uni t S 's Secondary Zone of Conlro!. In
all such cases thc hex is conside red tn be a
Prima ry·controlled hex for all pu rposes.
Th e prese nce of 1110re th a n o ne Zone of Control
{i.e .. the eiTec t of mu ltiplc units ex tendin g thei r

Zones into one given he~) does not multiply the
effect of the Zone of Control. It still takes only
five additional Movement Points to leave a
controlled hex irrespective of the number of units
which control the hex.
Friendly Zones of Cont rol have no effect on
Friendly units. Nor do they have any affect on
Enemy Zones of Control.
Naval. USMRR. and leader units have no Zones
of Control.
[6.6[ FORTS AND ZONES OF CONTROL
Units garrisonning a fort are a special case. In
1861. '(,2. and '63 a unit in a fort has no Zone of
Control over adjacent hexes. In 1864 and '6S a unit
in a fort has a normal Primary Zone of Control but
never any Secondary ZOe. In all the years 1861·65
a unit in a fort has a specialized Zone of Control
extending into any adjacent river hexsides wh ich
prohibits Enemy river movement (5.8) and can
restrict Riverine unit movement.
[6.7[ RIVERINE UNITS ZONE OF lNFLUENCE
Riverine units have a specialized Zone of Control
or more properly Zone of Influen~ which affects
the Confederate Player's ability to cross river
hexsides. use river movement, use rivers for supply,
which is detailed in \7.0.

[7.0] STACKING AND
UNIT BUILDUP
AND BREAKDOWN
[SUBSTITUTION]
COMMENTARY:
Terrain permitting. it is theoretically possible for
311 ofa Player's units of all types be stac ked in one
given he ~. All units, ground , naval, riverine, and
US MRR represent mul tiples of one Strength Point
format ions. It is merely for the convenience of the
Playe rs that units in denominations of greater than
one St rength Point have been included in the
counter mix, it being obviously easier to move a
uni t worth six points than a stack of six units each
worth one point.
GENERAL RULE:
Units in a given hex may be substituted for by
other uni ts at any time so long as the correct
Strength Point total in the hex remains the same.
There is no limit to the numbe r of Strength Points
which may be placed in a given hex. Units of the
same type are merely denomil13tions of Strength
Points and may be exchanged freely so long as the
correct Strength Point total rem ains the same.
CASES:
17.1 I There is no Movement Point expense to build
up or break down units. A Player simply picks up
a stack of units worth five, six, seven, or eight
Points and replaces it with a unit counter worth the
same value or vice versa. There is a limit to the
number and denominations of units provided with
the game. This counter mix is the product of the
game development and merely represents the most
commonly used denominations of units. It is not
meant to be a limit on play. If the need arises for
unit denominations in excess of those provided
with thc game. the Players may "coin" their own.

[7.21 Th e Union Player may not convert Naval
units into Land units or vice versa. Nor may
Riverine units be converted into Land Units or vice
versa. Naval Units may not be converted into
Riverine units or vice versa. etc" etc,

Defender. regardless of their overa!! strategic
position.
PROCEDURE:
Total the Combat Strengths of all the attacking
units involved in a specific attack and compare it
to the total Combat Strength of all units in the hex
under attack. State the comparison as a difference
between the attacker's total Combat Strength and
the defender's total Combat Strength. Consult the
Combat Results Table. roll the die, and read the
result on the app ropriate line under the difference.
Apply the result immediately, before resolving any
other attacks being made during that Combat
Phase.
CASES:

18.1 ] WHICH UNITS MAY A'ITACK
18.11 1 During the Combat Phase of his Player·
Turn, the Phasing Player may attack any and all
Enemy units adjacent to Friendly units. Only those
Friendly units directly adjacen t to a gi ven Enemy
unit may participate in an attack upon that unit.

18.121 Attacking is completely voluntary; units are
never cnmpelled to attack, and not every unit
adjacent to an Enemy unit need participate in any
given attack. Friendly units in a stack that a re not
participating in a given attack are never affected
by the results of the attack.

18,131 An Enemy·occupied hex may be attacked
by as many units as can be brought to bear in the
six adjacent hexes.

18.141 No unit may attack more than once per
Combat Phase, and no Enemy unit may be
attacked more than once per Combat Phase.
Except that defending Enemy units which retrea t
as a result of the procedure outlined in 8.5 below
may be attacked again in a different. un related
combat by other Friendly units.

[8.2] MULTlPLE UNIT
AND MULTI·HEX COMBAT

18.211 All units defending in a given hex must be
involved in the combat, and they must all be
attacked as a single strength. The defender may
not volun tarily withhold any uni ts in a hex under
attac k. The attacker must attack. all the units as a
whole, i.e.. the Strengths of all the units in the hex
arc totalled. and this total Strength is attacked.
Different units in a given hex may not, therefore,
be attacked sepa rately.

[8.22] Units in a hex that contains an attac king
unit need not participate in that same attack or
any attack. Thus when one unit in a stack of two is
attacking a given hex, the other could attack a
different hex or not attack at all.

18.231 Ifa unit (or units) is adjacent to more than
one Enemy·occupied hex. it could attack all of
them in a single comba t. Thus units in a single hex
can attack more than one other hex. The only
requirement is that all attacking units must be
adjacent to all defending units.

[8.3] COMBAT DIFFERENTIAL
CALCULATION

[8.3 1] Combat situations are expressed as a
differe nce of Attacker's total Strength Points
minus Defender's total Strength Poin ts. For
instance, if seven Strength Points attac k four
Strength Points, the combat differential calculation is expressed as "plus· three" and the
appropriate "+ 3" column is consulted on the
Comba t Results Table.

[5.32] Unfortified units defending in swamps are

[8.0] COMBAT
GENERAL RULE:
Combat occurs between adjacent opposing units
at the Phasing Player's discretion. The Phasing
Player is the Attacker, the non-Phasing Player the

doubled in Combat Strength. Units which are
attacked only through a river hexside have two
Points added to their total Combat Strength. Units
in forts are tripled in defense. Units which are in
forts in a swamp arc only tripled, not sextupled;
if attacked through a river hexside they still
received two untripled Points.

[8.33J Attacking units which are judged to be
unsupplied at the instant of combat are halved in
total Combat Strength. Rouod a fractional total
up. Le .. 7.5 = 8 Points.
[8.34J Calculating Anacker's Total Strength and
Defender's Total Strength, Attacking units which
are judged unsupplied at the instant of attack are
halved in strength. Total the strength of all the
attacking units and round up any fractional total
to the next higher whole number. The de fender's
total strength is derived as follows:
a. Add the strength of all the unfortified units
in the hex.
b. Multiply this strength by two if the hex is
a swamp hex.
c. Triple the strength of any units in a fort.
d. Add the strength ofthe unfortified units to the
strength of the fortified units.
e. If applicable. add the intrinsic City Defense
Strength of one point.
f. If ALL of the attac king units are attacking
th rough river hexsides. add two points to the
defending strength.
[8.4; CO MBAT RESULTS
[8.41 J CO MBAT RESULTS TABLE [see map )
[8.42 ) Explanation of Resulb
The CRT determines the losses (if any) to the
attac king and defending forces. All losses a re
calculated in terms of face value Strength Points
and are indicated on the table as a set of oumbers
divided by a slash as follows:
attacker's face.value loss/defender'. face-falue loss
NOle, an asterisk indicates the loss of a leader
(if present).
T hese losses a re extracted immediately by both
Players. removing the participating units and
replacing them with units representing the correct
reduced Strength Point totals of the participating
units. In multi-hex. multi-unit combats. the
Friendly Players apportion the Strength Point
losses among th eir units as they see fit.
[11.43] Advance After Combat
If as a result of comba t an Enemy force is totally
eliminated from a given hex, Friendly partici·
pating Strength Points which survived the combat
may advance into the vacant hex.
[11.44) Attacks may not be made at worse than
minus 1 attack superiority.
[11.5] RETREAT BEFORE CO!'.fBAT OPTION
The defending Player may choose to retreat in tht
face of an attac k. He may do so only when
c':mfronted with enemy units which total less than
20C1"J'<, of his defending units' Strength.
PROCEDURE:
The Attacker announces that he is attac king a given
hex with units a an adjusted total strength. If the
total de fending strength is more than half the
attacking strength. then the Defending Player may
retreat his units one hex into any non -Enemy
Primary·controlled hex. He may not ret reat into
a Primary·controlled hex. The Attac king Player
may advance his units into the vacated hex. The
Combat between these given units is the n deemed
to have been executed. If the Defending Player
chooses to stand and fight the combat is resolved
normally.
18.51] The defending Player may choose to retreat
a fraction of his defending Strength leaving the
remainder to face the attac k. This remaining
fraction must be at least 51"1. of the total attacking
force. unless the defending force is on an intact
Friendly City hex whose Intrinsic Defense Strength
is intact. In which case the defending uni ts may be
all or partially retreated leaving the Intrinsic
Defense Strength to face the attack alone.

[8.6J VOLUNTARY REDUCTION OF
CO MBAT SUPERIORITY
If the Defender has chosen to stand and fight (or if
the attacking st rength is at least double the
defending strength). the relative strength differ.
ences of the opposing forces are calculated. T he
Attac king Player may then volun tarily attack at a
reduced supe ri ority.
Example: A Union force of five points announces
it is attacking a Confederate unit of onc point
tripled to three points by being in a fort. The
Confederate Player decides to stand and fight. The
The Union Player announces he is voluntarily
reducing his superiority to a "plus I" a nd rolls
the die.
[8.7) RIVERINE UNITS IN CO!'.mAT
Riverine uni ts have a Combat Strength of "one"
(their only denomination). This point may be
added (untripled) to the defensive strength of any
garrisoned port or fort in a hex adjacent to the
hexside the riverine unit is in. The results of the
Confederate att ac k may only be assessed against
the defending Union land units in the fort and/or
port. The Riverine unit is never affected by the
Confederate attack. If the Confederate attac k
sue<:eeds in eliminating the Union Army defenders
the Confederate units may occupy the vacant hex.
[8.8] NAVAL UNITS IN COMBAT
Naval Units have several denominat ions of
Combat Strength. They may be interchanged in a
similar fashion as Army units are. Th e Combat
Strength of naval units may be used for attack and
defense in combination with Union Army units.
Naval units may only be used to attack Confederate held coastal hexes or hexes adjacen t to tidal
river hexsides. They may only attac k in combin·
ation with Union Army units on a one for one
Strength Point basis and losses to the attackers
are distributed accordingly with th e Army uni ts
bearing the first. thi rd. fifth Strength Point loss.
etc. If the Union Player uses Naval uni ts in an
attack he may not voluntarily reduce the attack
superiority. In defense. Naval units add their
St rength to any garri soned port or fort in their
coastal hex or hex adjacent to their hexside
position.
Naval Strength Points used in defense are lIot
requi red to be matched on a one for one basis with
Army Points so long as there is at least one Army
or City Poin t involved.

[9.0] DOUBLE·MATCH
GENERAL RULE,
The normal rules of Movement and Combat reflect
the fact that without an overwhelming supe riority
offorce it was extremely difficult. ifnot impossible,
for one side to crush the other, or for that matter to
even make extensive advances into hostile
territory. In both Sherman' s advance to Atlanta
and Grant's steamroller to Richmond. the North
was finally able to field forces twice the size of the
opposing armies under one effective command.
This meant that they we re able to force the
Confederates to either stand. fight and die,
or to retreat.
DEFrNITlON ,
Double_ Match describes the situation in which
one's Frie ndly force is at least twice the strength
of an Enemy force. The Friendly force must begin
its Movement Phase in the same hex. In computi ng
the relative strengths of the opposing forces . all
supply. terrain and fortification effects are
measured.
CASES:
[9.1] EFFECT ON MOVEMENT
[9.11 ] A Double- Match force may move from one
Enemy Primary Zone of Cont rol to another
Primary Zone at the normal cost of five addi tional
Movement Points. In this Movement the Double·

Match force measures only the strength{s) of the
unites) whose primary zone it is leaving.
[9.12] A Double·Match force may force enemy
units to combat dur ing the Combat Phase (this is a
simple corollary of case 8.5 und er Combat).
[9.13] A Double· Match fot<:e may insist that
opposi ng unit(s) retreat from its path. T he
opposing units then have an option:
(a) they can stand and fight du ring the Movement
Phase. or
(b ) they can retreat one hex (:see 8.5 for procedure).
This Is known as the Double·Match option.
E xercising the Double Match option cos ts the
Phasing Player's units five Movement Points.

[9.2] DOUBLE-MATCH COMBAT DURING
THE MOVEMENT PHASE
[9.21 ] Assume that the Enemy force accepts
combat during the MOlvement Pha:se. Thc Phasing
Player must attac k the enemy fOlrce with a t least
t....·o to one odds (exception to 8.6). This attack is
executed immediately and casualties extracted
immedia tely just as thOlugh it were a normal
comba t. If the Enemy force is eliminated by this
combat the remains of the Double· Match force
may advance into the vacant hex at Zero
movement cost and then proceed with the
remainder of their Movement Phase (remember
to subtr act five Movement Points for exer·
cising the Double- Match option). If the Enemy
force is not totally eliminated (there are surviving
poin ts) the Double· Matc h force may exe rcise the
Double· Match option again (assuming it is still
2 to ] or better in strength and the Double-Match
force has at least five Movement Points left), or
complete its MOlveme nt Phase in some other
fashion . A Double· Match force may exercise the
Double-Match option for as many times as it has
Movement Poi nts.
[9.22] Assume that the Enemy force declines to
stand and fight when gi ven the Double· Match
option. It then retreats one hex which may not be
to a Primary Zone of Control. The Double· Matc h
force may then move into the vacated hex or it may
mOlve elsewhere. In either case it first expe nds five
Movement Poi nts for exercising the Doub le- Match
option. If the Enemy force cannot retreat because
of blocking terrain or Primary Zones. it is forced
to acrept the Double-Match combat.

[10.0] SUPPLY

f)

GENERAL RULE:
Supply affects a unit's ability to move and to fight.
Un its are said to be either "supplied" or
"unsupplied" for movement and attac k. The state
of supply is dependent on the unit's distance from
a Supply Source. See the Supply Effects Chart
for the effects of supply.
PROCEDURE:
Units trace supply to Supply Sources by counti ng
hexagons th rough the hexagona l grid. Supply for
movement purposes is determi ned in the Phasi ng
Player's Supply Judgemen t Pha:se and holds for
that unit for the enti re Movement Phase followi ng.
A unit whic h is judged unsupplied is unsupplied for
the enti re Movement Phase even if at some point in
its movemen t it reaches a position where it could
trace su pply. A unit which is judged to be supplied
is supplied for the entire Movement Phase even if
it moves out Olf supply. Supply for Combat is
determined a t the instant of combat.
CASES:
[10.1 1 UNION SUPPLY SOURCES
The origin of supply differs for each Playe r. The
Union Player derives his ultimate supply frOlm the
mapedge hexsides N]6Q]. l SOI and 5101 and, for
a limited amOlunt. from Sca Lift Capacity. From
these map edge hexsides Union Supply radia tes

along functioning Railroads and navigablc River
hexsides making any railroad hex or ri ve r hexside
along this radius of supply a source of supply itself.
A Union uni t can trace supply to any railroad hex
and or navigable rive r hexside which li nks in a
continuous path with any of the above three
hexsides. Note that the railroads rUn through
hexes while dvers are along the hexsides. Rail roads
are considered to lin k with rivcrs where they cross
the rivet hexsides or where they te rmina te on the
river hexsidcs (which is usually SOlme riverport
though they are not all identified as a ci ty on the
map since to do so would upset the militia a nd
intrinsic city defense balance). A func tioning
railroad is de fi ned as one that is not interrupted by
an Enemy unit sitting on it. A functioning
navigable river is defined as one th at does not flow
past an enemy occupied for or a n intact enemy city.
Supply derived from Sca Lift Capacity originates
frOlm any coastal hex which is occupied by a Union
Army unit. This supply radiates from such a
coastal hex in a normal fashion along navigable
rive r hexsides and Union operated rail ways.
Tidal rivers are, of course, navigable rivers for
purposes of tracing supply.
[10.2] CONFEDERATE SUPPLY SOURCES
,
[10.21] CITY SUPPLY CENTERS AND PORTS
() SUPPLY VALUE IN A GIVEN YEAR
NAME
1861 1862 1863 1864/5
Texas (0129)
2
2
3
5
Arkamas (0 ] 19)
I
Memphis
Jackson
N. Orelans
Mobile
Selma
De<:atur
NashYille
Chattanooga
Montgomery
Macon
Atlanta
Knoxyille
Columbus
Augusta
Columbia
Charleston
Savannah
Wilmington
Raleigh
Norfolk
Richmond

4

,

4

1

5
5

5
5

,

3
5
5
3

4

4

4

4

4
3
5
5
4
I

3

3

o
o

I

,

o

I

,

3

,
,

3

4

I

I

4

5

3

3

,

3
3

4
4

5
3
5
5

4

4

4

o
3

5

4
3
3

, ,
4

3

, , , ,
, , , ,
3
I

4

PORTS [supply yalue of " I " for all year):
Pensacola, St. Marks, AI$ena Otie, Jackson yille,
MOOlrehea d City, New Berne.
The Confederate Player derives his ulti mate
supply from his supply center cities and port s.
Both Players should now refer to Sou th ern
Supply Cen ters and Ports Chart (10.22). You will
note tha t all of the Southern cities identified on thc
map with a supply sumbol are cross referenced on
this chart with a year and a numeric value. The
number refers to the number of Army points tha t a
gi ven city could supply in any :season of a givcn
year. For example, in ]86~, Col umbus. Georgia
can supply si x Land Points. Jackso n, Mississippi.
th ree Points. ctc. You will also note that these
supply center cities are linked togethe r by railrOlads
andlor navigab le rivers. Supply fOlr Co nfederate

units originates in the total network (or supply
grid) formed by the linking of all these cities
together by rail and/or river. Thus, in 1861 the
Confederate Player can supply a total of sixty Land
Points from his Supply Cen ters. In the ~ame
fashion as Union Supply. Confede rate Supply
radiates from this Supply grid along functioning
railroads and rivers. Note that Southern raillines
and river~ may serve for the purpose of tying the
supply grid together and also as a source of supply.
[10,22] Texas and Arkansas, The states of Texas
and Arkansas are give n arbi tra ry supply centers.
Their supply point value is fed into the supply
grid only when the South holds the Memphis,
and/or New Orleans, and/or Vicksburg crossing
points. If and when the North controls the Mississippi river the supply centers for Texas and
Arkansas can be used only to su pply Trans
Mississippi uni ts (units west of the Mississippi).
Confederate Trans-Mississippi units are consid·
ered to be in supply (up to the capacity of the
Trans- Mississippi grid) so long as they operate
wi thin the states of Texas, Arkansas, Western
Louisiana, and Southern Missouri (below the
Missouri River). and so long as they remain
unsurrounded by Union Primary controlled zones.
[1 0,3] SUPPLY REQUIREMENTS
To be in supply (supplied) a unit must be able to
Irace a path of hexagons from itself to a supply
source. This path may not exceed five hexes of
clea r terrain in length and the count includes the
hex the unit is in, the hex the supply source is in
or whose hexsid e forms the supply source (river
hexsides) and no more than three intervening
hexes, This path is kno •.." as tbe UNIT SUPPLY
PATH. The unit supply path may not trace
through rough te rrain or swamps. A unit in rough
te rrain or swamps is in supply only when it
physically rests on a supply source and/or is in a
hex. one or more sides of which is a supply source.
[10.31] EFFECT OF SUPPLY ON MOVEMENT
Active units which are judged "unsupplied" at the
Supply Judgement Phase are halved in Moveme nt
Allowance. Active uni ts whic h are judged
"supplied" may not end their Movement Phase in
an unsupplied position unless they were accompanied by a Friendly leader throughout the en tire
path of thei r Movement.
which are judged "supplied" may not end their
Movement Phase in an unsupplied position unless
they were accompanied by a Friendly leader
throughout the entire path of their Movement.
[10.4] SUPPLY SOURCE LIMITATIONS
T he th ree Union ultimate supply sour<:e hexsides
may supply an unlimi ted amount of Union land
Points: thus, any \!lnion supply source linked with
these th ree hexsides may supply an unlimited
amount of land points, Southern Supply is nol
unlimited. It varies wi th the year and the total of
supply center points tied into anyone Southern
supply grid: thus, any Southern supply sou rce or
sources may not supply any more tand points than
the total of the supply grid it is lin ked to. This
assumes tha t as play progresses the South ern
Supply Grid will become fragmented by Union
occupation. Natu rally on Game·Turn one the
Southern Supply Grid is all one piece. The Union
Player may derive a limited amOunt of supply from
the sea (see Sea Lift Supply Capacity Rules). In this
case the Union supply source is defined to be any
Union o«upied coastal, fort, or port hex and any
functioning railroad or river which is lin ked to it.

[BiJ
~

[1 0.5] SOUTHERN RAILROADS
COMMENTARY:
As the Union advanced into the South an
organization called the U.S. Military Railway
assumed the job of repairing and running

Southern Railroads under Union cont rol. In many
areas the rails and roadbeds were in need of
replacement or conversion to another guage,
rolling stock had to be forwarded and all the
appurtenances of a functioning railway erected
almost from scratch (either the North or the South
usually saw to it that most railroads did not fall
into Union hands intact).
GENERAL RULE:
The Union Player may not use Southern Rail roads
for any purpose until they have been " repaired" by
the U.S. Military Railway. After a Southern
railroad has been repaired the Northern units may
move along and draw supply from it just as though
it ,,'ere a Northern Rail road (the South was neve r
in a position to operate Union Railroad5: in fact, it
wasn't able to keep up its own rail service to
pre·war levels).
Sou thern railways are pe rmanently dest royed for
all Sou thern purposes only by the passage of
USMRR units along them (since there aren't
enough counters in the mix to provide "Union
Operated" markers for each and every rail hex
that the USMRR may repair in the course of the
game, we provided a limited amoun t of junction
markers so that the Players can keep some track of
where the US MRR has been). In addition, Union
army units temporarily interdict Southern Rail·
ways whenever and wherever they physically
occupy them. N,B., simply .passing a Union army
unit over a Southern Rail hex doesn't do a thing to
the Southern Rail hex. Only if the Union unit is
there during the Southern Player· Turn is the Rail
~ex interdicted.
PROCEDURE:
When performi ng "repairs" the Union Player
moves a US MRR unit along the Sout hern
Railway at a rate of three hexes per season,
regardless of terrain. A railway hex traversed by a
USMRR unit is considered "repaired" and eligible
for Union use.
CASES:
[10.S I ] W hen execu t ing normal movemen t ,
US MRR units may only move along Union·
operable Railways. or by Sea or River Movemen t.
They have the same seasonal Movement Allowance
as Army units. When moving by Rail they do not
count toward the three Army point limitation on
Rail Movement. When moving by sea each one
counts as five Army points. When moving by rive r
each one counts as one Army poi nt.
[10.52] USMRR units have no Comba t Strength
or Zone of Control. Confederate uni ts may ignore
them when moving or fighting. Confederate units
may destroy US MRR units by moving onto or
through them. However, the destroyed units are
not removed from the game but simply replaced
in Washington, Cincinnati. or Cairo at the Union
Player's Option.
[10.53] USMRR are not affected by Command
Control Rules. They are free to move on every
Union Player·Turn.
[10.54] CONFEDERATE RETAKlNG OF
SOUTHERN RAU,WAYS
The South had no resources with which to repair
destroyed railways or with which to restore service
on railways which the USM R had operated. T his
means that if the South, in a countero ffensive,
recaptu res former Southern Territory it may not
use US MRR railways for purposes of Movement or
Supply or for tracing a Supply Grid. However.
this action does re·destroy the Railway for Union
use. It must be reparied anew by a US MRR unit.
A USMRR consumes five Movemen t Points to
repair a Southern Rail hex.
[10.55] LIMITATIONS ON USMRR
US MRR units may not ente r a Confederate
Secondary or Prima ry Zone of Control. If caug ht

in one they must leave as soon as possible,
USMRR units may not leapfrog through each
other in the same Movement Phase in order to
repair more than th ree hexes of Railroad per
Railway per turn.
[10.6 1 SUPPLY ATIRITION AND FORAGING
Army Points which werc judged unsupplied in the
Supply Judgement Phase of a Player·Turn and
which remain unsupplied by the AUrition Supply
Phase of that same Player·Turn are elimi nated
unless they are able to forage. Units forage at the
following rate:
Three Strength Points per clear terrain hex.
O ne Strength Point per rough or swamp hex.
Points in excess of these foraging rates are
eliminated. City. fort or port hexes arc calculated
to be foragable or not foragable on the basis of the
ot her terrain in the hex.
An unsuppli ed unit may not forage in a n Enemy
Primary controlled hex. It is eliminated. Note that
foraging simply allows unsupplied units to sun;'·e.
It in noway creates supply for the unsupplied unit.

[11.0] COMMAND CONTROL
AND LEADERSHIP
GENERAL RULE ,
Army units are subject to Command Control.
Units which are in Command Control are "active."
Units which are not in Command Control are
"inactive ...
PROCEDURE,
In the Command Control Phase of the Player·
Turn. the Phasing Player rolls the die and cross
re ferences the resu lt wit h the Command Control
level of his army units. All land units in hexes
ending in the numbers cross re ferenced to the die
rol! are rendered "inact ive."' AI! units in other
hexes are ··active."
CASES:
[11.1 1 Inactive units may not move, may not
attack. may not fortify, may not ente r forts in the
hex they art rendered inactive in, during the
course of the Player-Turn. In effect, they a re
completely useless to the Phasing Player in his
Player·Turn (inactive units re turn to normal.
active status at the end of that Player·Turn).
111 .11) COMMAND CONTROL TABLE
(sec map)
111.21 Active units are free to execute any
maneuver or attack outlined in the Game Rule~,
They may move throug h or stack with inactive
uni ts. In ac ti ve uni ts may not combined with active
units to execute an attack.

[11.31 LEADERS
Each Player may use up to four leaders in any
given Game·Turn. Each leader has a command
control "rating"' wh ich begins at "zero" and can
rise to "three" with battlefield promotions. The
rating of a leader benefits army units stac ked with
or adjace nt to the leader by reducing the command
control le~c1 of the benefitted units by the leader
rating. For example: On Game-Turns 1-6 the
Union Army is at command control level S. Lefs
suppose on Game-Turn 4, the Union Playe r has a
leader (rating 2) stacked in Washington with a
PTesumed force of ! 7 poin ts. On his Command
Control Phase the Union Player rolls a 3 on the die.
The Was hington force would not be affected by a
loss of Command Control since their Command
Control levc\ is red uced from five to th ree by the
lea<1er (rating 2), and crOS\ referencing a three die
roll with a level three shows that only units in
hexes ending in 1.3.7. and 8 lose Command
Control and the Washington hex ends in 6. Of

course, if the die result had been a 4 or 5 the
presence of the leader would be an embarrassment
to the Union Player since it would benefit the
Washington units right out of Command Control.
[Hello McCiellan!1 Leaders also benefit Friendly
units by permitting them to move out of supply
{see 10.31).
[ll.3t [ HOW LEADERS ARE CREATED
AND THEN PROMOTED
The Confederate Player begins the game with a
leader (rating 2. presumed to be Lee) which he may
deploy freely. Thereafter he has the potential to
create and promote three more leaders. The Union
Player receives a unique leader (Farragut) on
Game·Turn 2 (see 11.3. below). In addition to
Farragut he has the potential to create and
prOmote three more leaders.
A leader is created by placing a leader counter
{rating OJ on the map. A Player may create a
leader after any combat (Double· Match or normal)
,,'hich results in at least a one Strength Point loss
to the Enemy. The newly created leader is placed
on top of or adjacent to any Friendly unit whic h
participated in the combat. The conditions for
creating a leader are the same for both Players.
The conditions for promoting a leader (raising his
rating) differ for each Playe r.
Co nfederate leaders are promoted one level for
every three Union Strength Points that arc lost in
one or more combats with Confede rate units that
the Confederate leader is stac ked with or
adjacent to.
Union leaders are promoted one level for every
three Confederate Strength Points that are
eliminated in one or more attac ks by Union units
that the Union leader is stac ked with or
adjacaent to.
Players must keep track {on a picee of scratch
paper) of the progress of their leaders toward
promotion. Enemy Strength Point losses may not
be swi tched from the col umn of one leader to
benefit another leader. If two or more Friendly
leaders are in position to benefit from the same
ban Ie. the Friendly Player may apportion the
Enemy Strength Point losses as he wishes, but he
can't change his mind at a later date.
111.32 ) HOW LEADERS " DlE"
Leaders die (are removed from the game) as a
result of participating in combat. The Combat
Results Table has certain results mar ked with an
asterisk (. ). If a leader is adjacent to. or stacked
with. units that are affected with an asteriskcd
result. he is presumed to be killed and is removed
immediately. If there is more than one Friendly
leader who could be killed the Friendly Player may
chose which of the leaders is to die. After a leader
has been killed. the Friendly Player may begin the
process of creating and promoting a new leader
beginning with some battle subsequent to the one
which killed the old leader. At no time maya
Player have more than four leaders in play.
However. there is no limit to the number of new
leaders he may create and promote subject, of
course. to the old leaders being killed off. For
example. when leader C. ra ting 3. is killed. a new
leader C (rating OJ can be crea ted after some
subsequent battle as detailed in 11.31 above.
\11.3"3} HOW LEADERS MOVE

Leaders have the same MO"ement Allowance that
army units possess. Howe"e r they expend only one
Movement Poilll to enter a hex rega rdless of the
terrain entered or crossed. They may nOt voluntarily enter an Enemy controlled hex (Primary or
Secondary) unless accompanied by a Friendly
combat unit.
Ifall the Friendly Strength in a hex with the leader
is eliminated by Enemy action {with the leade r
surviving) the leader is simply displaced by the
Friendly Player to the nearest Friendly occupied
he x. A leader must always end its Movement Phase
stac ked with some Friendly combat unit(s).
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111 .34] FARRAGUT
Farragut is immortal. He appears with th e
Game·Turn 2 Union Reinforcements. Thereafter,
he must accompany a Riverinc unit (moving like a
Riverine unit). He may not enter the Union or
Virginia. He is a 2 rating to begin with and may be
promoted to a J. He ;s never killed. Sin~ he
movcs as a Riverine he can only enter sea and
coastal hexes and river hexsides. He does benefit
Union army uni t! which are stacked with him or
adjacaent to him. Since he is immortal the Union
Player is limited to a maximum of three other
(normal) leaders in play at anyone time.

[12.0J ATTRITION
GENERAL RULE:
In the third and fourth Seasonal Game·Turns of
every year. Players land forces undergo attrition
(losses due to desertion. disease. etc.). See the
Attrition Table for attrition effects.
(21.1 ] ATIRITION EFFECTS TABLE
(see mapsheet)
(12.2] ATIRJTION PROCEDURE
In the Attrition Phases of the last two Game·Turns
of each year. each Player rolls the die once per
Phase per hex occupied by his land forces. This die
result is cross·inde xed with the appropriate "Land
Strength Points in Hex'· column on the Attr ition
Table and the indicated number of Land St rength
Points are immediately eliminated (removed
from the map).

[13.0J CITmS
GENERAL RULE:
All city hexes have an intrinsic defense of one
Combat Strength Point when allacked by Enemy
units.
PROCEDURE,
Whenever a city hex is attacked by Enemy units,
the Friendly Player adds one poi nt to the tolal
Defense St rength in the hex. If there are no
Friendly units in the city hex it defends itself at a
strength of one.
CASES,
(13.1 ] For purpose'S of e xtracting combat losses,
the intrinsic defense of a city counts as one
face·value Strength Point and may be used by the
defending Player computing his losses in a combat.
(13.2 ] If the intrinsic defense of a city is destroyed
in combat. it is considered destroyed fro the
remainder of the game.
{13,3] The presenceofa fort on a city hex does not
triple the intrinsic Defense Strength of a city.
However. a city does receive the river hexside
bonus of two points when attac ked exclusively
through a rivet hexsidc. A city in a swamp is
not doubled.
(1 3.41 A city does not have 3 Zone of Control. Its
Defense Strength is activated only when attacked.
(13.5] A city may be the object of a Double-Matc h
attack. Since it cannot retreat it would auto·
matically stand and be the object of an attack.
(13.61 The destruction of the intrinsic defense of a
city does nO! automatically destroy the city itself.
That destruction requires the physical occupatio!)
of the city hex by an Enemy unit.
(13.81 The cities of Wheeling. Knoxville. Chat·
tanooga. though lying within the borders of the
Confederacy are in Union sympathetic teritory.
They do nOI possess an intrinsic defense when

attacked by Union units or Confedera te units.
[Note: So long as garrisoned by at least one
Confederate Strength Point, Knoxville and Chat·.
tanooga do contribute to the Southern Supply
Grid·1
(13.91 E~cept for 13.8 above the question of which
cities are Union or Confederate is determined by
which side of the border they lie on. Depending
upon the Scenario chosen the cities in Kentucky,
can be Union or Confederate.

[14.0J FORTS
GENERAL RULE,
Forts triple the face valu e strength of units which
are ga rrisoning them for purposes of defense.
Garrisoned forts served to limit the extent of
Riverine Zones of Control and act to impede the
movement of Riverine and Naval units.
PROCEDURE,
Forts are constructed by active units which do not
move in the Player· Turn of constructi on. Simply
place a fort marker on any active unit which has
not moved in its Movement Phase (th is is volun·
tary, the Phasing Player need not conts truct a fort).
CASES,
{14.1 ] Units are deemed to ga rrison a fort when
they are placed under a fort marker. Units which
are placed on top of a fort mar ker are considered
to be outside of the fort and do not benefit or suffer
from the fort.
[14.21 Th e act of garrisoning or ungarrisoning
a fort does not consume Movement Points, but it
may only be accomplished by active unib.
Inactive units may not construct a fort nor may
they change their status vis·a·vis th e fort in their
inactive stat e (if a unit is rendered inactive by
Command control and it lies on top of a Fort
Market. it may not be placed under the Fort
Mark er and vice versa).
(14,3 ] Units garrisoning forts never exert a
Secondary Zone of Control. If a hex is occupied by
units in a fort and units outside of a fort, only th e
units outside of a Fort have a seconda ry Zone
of Control. see case 6.6.
{14.4] Units in a fort may not attack. They must
come out of the fort (place themselves on top of the
fort marker) to attack (thereby making themselves
vulnerable on the Enem y Player's turn).
{14.S] Forts may be aban doned by the garrisoning
Player by simply moving the garrison out of th e
fort or by losing the garrison to attrition. The
garrisoning Player may then destroy the fort by
removing it from the board or he may leave it
vacant. Ifhe leaves it vacant it may be occupied by
either Player at a later time by simply moving a
unit into it. (If the Union Player occupies a vacant
Confederate Fort he simply moves a Union unit
under the Fort Marker and replaces the Confeder·
ate Fort Mar ker with a Union Fort Marker.
Vacant forts have no effect on the game.]
{I4.6( Forts Sumter, Monroe and Pickens are
permanent Coastal Fortifications. They may not be
destroyed by either Player. If garrisoning units are
eliminated by Enemy attack the fort simply
becomes vacant.
{14.7] Forts are eliminated (removed from the
map) when their garrisoning uni ts are eliminated
by combat.
(14.81 A garrisoned fort in a hex adjacent to a
navigable river hexside interdicts a Riverine unit's
Zone of Control and interferes wi th the passage of
a Riverine unit through the hexsides it is adjacent
to. A garrisoned fort may interdict two or more
river hexsides on two or more rive rs. For example,
a garri soned Confederate fort on hex 1713 would
affect five river hexs;des.

[15.0] MILITIA
GENERAL RULE:
Whenever a state is flrsl invaded, the state's mili tia
arc mobi lized.
PROCEDURE:
Place an Army unit (va lu e one St rength Point) on
a ny city hex in the state invaded.
CASES:

[15.1 [ The Militia unit is placed immediately by
th e Defending Player even though this action takes
place during the Phasing Playe r' s Movement
Phase (the Phasing Player suspends his movement
temporarily while the placement is made), Militia
placement may not be delayed.
[IS.11 If the Phasing Player attach a city hex
ei ther in Double-Match or normal combat through
a borde r hexside (exampLe: Corinth is all.e ked by
Union units in hex 1617), the non-Phasing Player
immediately places his Militia unit and may place
it on the city attacked before executing thecombat.
[15.3) Once mobilized th e Militia unit beco mes
part of the Owning Player's regular field army and
may be moved as though it were a normal unit.
[15.4) Only one Militia Strength Point may be
mobilized per state per game. Once it is raised no
addi tional Milit ia may be raised in the state
concerned even if the state is totally cleared of
inndel"5 and then reinvad ed on a sub5equent
Game-Turn.
[15.5) The shaded area in the ~nter of the map
encompassing most of the mountainous regions of
Kentucky, Virginia, Non h Ca rolina, Tennessee,
Georgia. Alabama and South Carolina was a
Union sympat hetic area. Union unit s may move in
this area without triggering Confedera te State
Militia. Only when they enter a Southern State
outside of this area or attack across a hexside into
a Southern ci ty outside this area (Decatur is the
only city that abutts the area) do they trigger
Confede rate Mil itia.
[15.6] If Arkansas is invaded the Confederate gets
hi~ Militia uni t on hex 10 119.
[15.1] Union garrisoning of Sumter, Pickens,
Monroe, andlor Norfolk under the rules for selling
up the game docs not trigger the Militia in the
states concerned. Additional Union units are
required.

[16.0] REINFORCEMENTS
GENERAL RULE:
Beginning .... ith Game-Turn 2, eac h Pla~r receives
reinfor~ments during the Rein for~ment Phase of
his Pla yer·Turn. Reinforc;eme nts may be used on
the Player·Turn on which they appear.
PROCEDURE:
Reinforcemen ts arc Strength Poin ts that are
brought into play in accord a nce with the Turn
Record / Reinforce ment Track. T he Confederate
Player receives a maximum of seven Arm y
Strength Poin ts per Game·Turn. T hese are pla~d
as follows:
City Group I. I pt. in Richmond
City Group 2. I pt. in Raleigh or Wilmington
City Group 3. 1 pI. in Charleston or Savannah or
Augusta
City Group 4. 1 pt. in Atlanta or Chattanooga or
Nashville
City Group S. I pt. in Mobile or Selma or Decatu r
City Group 6. I pt. in Ne.... Orleans or Jackson or
Memphis
City Group 1. 1 pt. in hex 0129 (Te xas su pply hex)
The Union Player receives eleve n Army Strength
Poin ts per Game·Turn placed as follows:

6 pts. in Washington
3 pIS. in Cincinnati
2 pts. in Cairo
The Union P1a~r receives a varying amount of
Naval Strength Point Reinforceme nts per Game_
Turn. These are al ways placed in hex 5201. On all
even numbered Game-Turns the Union Player
receives a Rivcrine unit htrengt h of I) which is
placed either in hex 520 1 or Cairo or SI. Louis as
called for on the T urn Record/R einforcement
Track.
CASES:
[16.1] LOSS OF REINFORCEMENT
CITY GROUPS
The Confederate Player has seve n reinforcement
areas. The Confederate Pla~r may only receive
reinforceme nlS in undestroyed Southern cities (sec
Victory Conditions, case 18.0). which arc not
surrounded by Union units a nd/or Union units'
Zones of Con trol. A surrounded city is one which
has no lineofsupply to another supply source city.
Once a city is tak en, it may never receive
reinforcements.
[16.2] Whenever ali the cities in a reinforcement
City Group are eit her destro~d or su rrou nded. the
Confederate Player may not re~ive a reinforcing
point in that Group. He may. however. receive
that Group's point in a city in an adja~nt area
(adjacent is defi ned by the Group numbers),
subject to a maximum lim it of two reinforcement
points per Group per Pla~r-Tu rn .
Exa mple: Richmond falls to the Union. The
Confederate Playe r may ta ke the Richmond point
in Raleigh or Wilmin gton (Group 2). Assume that
both Raleigh and Wilimin gton fall or are sur·
rounded then the Confederate Player could take
the Group 2 point in a ci ty in Group 3, but he
would lose the Richmond (Group 1) point.
reducing his Rein for~ments to si~ poi nts for
Ihat turn.
[16.3] If all the reinforcemen t cities in a reinforcement Ci ty Group are destroyed, the Confederale Player may never aga in take a reinforcement
point in Ihat Grou p (he cou ld still receive it in an
adja~nt area). If, however. he relieves an
und estroyed surrounded city(d he restores the
reinforceme nt City Group to its full ability to raise
rei nforcem ents.
[16.4) A reinforcement city may raise up to two
points per turn (in the exa mpl e above, Raleigh
could raise two points. or Wilmington two points,
or they could eac h rai se one point at the
Confederate Player' s option).
116..5) POSSIBLE EFFECTS ON UNION
PLAYER' S REINFORCEMENT CITIES
If the Confederate Pla~r occupies or su rrounds
the th ree Union Reinforcement cities, the Union
Player may take his reinforcements as follows:
If Washington is occupied/s urrounded then si~
points to Baltimore (or if not available, then to
Philadelphia).
If Cairo is occupied/surrounded then two points to
St. Louis (or if nOI available, then to Springfield).
If Clncinn!!t; is occupied/surrounded then three
points to Columbus (or if nOI available, then to
Pittsbu rgh).
Unlike Southern cities, Nort hern cities are De¥tr
destroyed. If retaken by the Union they rega in
their ability 10 raise reinforceme nts. [Note: For the
Sout h 10 lake all the Northern reinforcement cities
would be a n incredible development and would
presu me a totally incompetent Union Player. For
the South to seize any Northern city would be an
exrra ordinary event.)
If both Cairo a nd SI. Louis are held by the
Sou thern Player the Uni on does not receive a
Riverine unit on Game·Turns four and eight. etc.

[17.0] RIVERINE
UNITS

[17.2[ EFFECT OF CONFEDERATE
ZONES OF CONTROL ON
RIVERINE UNITS

COMMENTARY:
Union Riverine Units represent flotillas of shallow
draft war craft including ironclads. Along
navigable rivets and coastal estuaries they could
project a lot of fire power. The Confederacy had
nothing which could match them afloat. Even
heavy batteries, well fortified and sited, were often
incffeetual in stopping the ir free movement along
th e rivers of the Western theater. Their presence
turned the Mississippi. Tennessee, and Cumberland into highways leading South for the North
and imposed strategic barriers for Southern
movement. Once the Southern fortresses of Island
#10. Vicksburg. and Port Hudson were reduced, it
was the Riverin e flotillas that prevented any
Southe rn reinforcements from crossing the
Mississippi. At Shiloh, the heavy guns of the
flotilla sheltered th e defeated Union army on the
evening of the first day.

Unfortified Confederate units have no effect on
Riverine Movement . Riverine units may not freely
enter a hexs ide of a fortified Confederate unit or
the hexside of a Confederate city. In stead they
must "run" past the batteries. They "run" past by
rollin g the die. A 1,2, or J and th ey may enter the
hexside: a 4,5, or 6 and they may not enter the
hexside on that Movement Phase. They must
repeat this process fot every hexside of the fortified
unit. Thus a fortified unit in the loop of a river may
force a Riverine unit to "run" up to five hexsides.
The riverine unit must run each hexside in
succession. and it is conceivable that it could
become "trapped" by a fort. That is it could get
halfway through the loop of a river, be stopped by
a bad die roll from proceeding, attempt to retrace
its steps, be stopped by another bad die roll, and
thereby end its Movement Phase. It is possible for
a Riverine unit to remain trapped by bad die rolls
for th e entire game, that is, roll 4,5, or 6's on every
succeeding Movement Phase as it tries to leave the
fort dominated river loop.
A Riverine Unit located within a hexside adjacent
'to a Confederate fortified unit loses all of its effect
on Confederate or Union army uni ts. It is
neutralized.

GENERAL RULE:
Riverine units move along river hexs ides and their
location is always within a river hexslde. The
riverine unit counter is physically placed on the
hex·grid within a hex with the prow of the boat
silhouette pointed to the river hexs ide tha t the
unit is located in. Riverine units may move at sea
exactly as Naval units.

[n. l [ RIVERINE MOVEMENT
The Riverine Movement Al!owance is equal to the
Seasonal Movement Allowance. Riverine units
expend 'I, Movement Point per Navigable or Tidal
River hcxs lde entered regard less of the terrain
within adjacent hexes. The Riverine unit counter
may freely move through andlor come to rest on
Confederate land units. since its presence is merely
to indica te the hexside location of the Riverine
uni!. When moving at sea, Riverine uni ts expend
y, Movement Point per Sea hex.

[17.3) EFFECT OF RIVERINE UNITS
ON CONFEDERATE MOVEMENT
Riverine units have no Zone of Control into land
hexes, Their presence on a hexside has no effect on
Confederate movement into or out of that hex,
except that Riverine units prohibit Confederate
Movement across navigable river hexsides within
fifteen river hexside$ of a Riverine unit. In other
words , a Riverine unit has a "radius of
interdiction" of fifteen river hexsides .... hieh
prohibits Confederate river crossing. This interdiction radius is negated and curtailed by a
fortified Confederate unit or city hex (see diagram).

[17.3 IJ DIAGRAMMATIC EXAMPLE 'OF RIVERIN E: INTERDICTION RADIUS

[17.4] EFFECT ON· UNION MOVEMENT
Union units may not cross tidal ri ver hexsides
except through a Riverine unit. This means a
Union unit on the ""est side of the Mississippi
below Memphis can never cross to the east side
until it can cross through th e hexside that a
Riverin e unit is in. Th e same holds true for the
lames river and other tidal rivers shown on the
map. {Note, Confederate units Can cross the tidal
Mississippi at indicated ferry points within areas
that are shielded from the Riverine interdiction
by Forts.]
[17.5] EFFECT ON COMBAT
Riverine units have a value of one Combat
Strength Point. The Union may add this point to
an adjacent Union garrisoned fort or port whiCh is
under Confederate attack. A Riverine unit alone
may never be attacked by a Confederatc unit.
Confederate units may not auack Union units
across Riverine-interdictcd river hexsides.

[18.0] VICTORY CONDITIONS
COMMENTARY,
The South is fighting for independence and the
North is fighting for reunification. The South has
basically two ways of achieving victory. First. by
winning decisive battles on Union territory and
occupying important Northern cities, thereby
presumably encouraging intervention by France
andlor Great Britain and presumably completcly
discrediting the Republican administration. Se·
cond, the South can prolong the war and ma ke it
so expensive in money and lives that if by the
election of 1864 the issue still seems in doubt, the
Northern voters will return a peace administration
which will make an accomodation for the South.
Historically, the North dcfeated the South by
occupying its most important population and
manufacturing centers, by isolating it politically
and commercially from Europe, by shattering its
transportation network, by destroying its most
fertile areas. by splintering it into political
fragments and finally by forcing its two largest
field armies to surrender in the open field.
GENERAL RULE,
The Northern Player wins the game by destroying
the Confederacy as a viable nation. He does this by
occupying (and thereby destroying) supply center
cities and ports and by interdicting the Southern
railway and river grid in such a fashion that the
Southern supply grid is shrunken and fragmented
to a point that the largest single piece of it
remaining in Southern hands is too small to
support the wa r effort.
The Southern Pillyer wins by preventing Northern
victory. i.e., by retaining a large enough supply
grid to support a nation: or by seizing certain
Northern cities and thereby provoking a political
and diplomatic collapse of the Union war effort.
CASES,
[18.1 ] The game is sixteen Game-Turns long.
Either Player may achieve victory on any of these
Game·Turns. However, the victory conditions are
always evaluated after the Southern Player-Turn
which means. in effect. that the Northern Player
has no Sixteenth Player Turn. The thirteenth
Game·Turn which corresponds to the 3rd
season of 1864 is a critical Game·Turn for
victory determination _ T he Northern Player must
have reduced the largeSI Southern supply grid
below a certain level by the end of the 13tb
Game·Turn or the "Peace Party" is presumed to
win the November election. which means the game
is over and the Southern Player wins. If the
Northern Player succeeds in "remaining in office"
the game continues until (at most) the end of turn
sixteen (or sooner if the Northern Player wins). If
by Game·Turn sixteen the Northem Player has
failed to subdue the Soulh. the game is over and
the Southern Player is the winner.

[18.2] The Southern Player can win an instant
automatic victory by sei:ting and holding (physic·
ally occupying with an army unit) two of the three
Union Replacement cities (Washington. Cineln·
nati. or Cai ro) al the end of any Southern
Player-Turn. In addition. the Southern player
receives permanent "at large" supply points for
sei zing any of the above cities. The Southern
Player may add these permanen t "at large" supply
points to his supply grid when determining the
victory conditions (these points may not be used to
suppl y his armies; they a re brought into
calculation solel y when determining victory).
[18.3] Once a Southern city has been physically
occupied by a Union army unit(s). it is considered
destroyed for all purposes even if it is reoccupied
by the South at some later point in lime. It may not
provide supply to the South nor may it serve as a
reinforcement deployment point. ]Note, Th e city
can survive even if its intrinsic Defense Strength is
eliminated. The sole criteria is whe the r or not a
Union unit actually entered the city.] A Northern
city is only affected by Southern occupation for as
long as the city remains in Southern hands. As
soon as there are no Southern units in the
Northern city. it reverts fully to its previous status.
If a Northern Replacement city is occupied or
surrounded. the replacement points a re deployed
by the Northern Player at the listed alternate cities
(see Reinforcements).
[18.4] The following chart cross· references th e
Game -Turn with the minimum size of a viable
Southern Supply Grid. with the special Gam eTurn 13 Supply Grid size. and with the permanent
"at large" supply point value of seizing
W~shington or Cincinnati or Cairo.
[18.41 ] SUPPLY POINT
VICTORY THRESHOLD
Minimum II Points In
Largest Southern
Supply Grid for South
to Preserve Victor)'
Game·
Turns

I

WMh

Points "At Lllrge"
Coiro
Clnci

1-'

19

15

10

10

3-'

II

10

7.10

25

10

5
5

5
5

11 ·12

30

20

10

10

13"

20

10

10

14

30
25

10

10

10

15

2J

10

10

10

16

20

10

10

10

·The Northern Player must have reduced the
largest Southern Supply Grid (including any
permanent "at large" supply points) below 40. or
he loses the election and the Southern Player
automatically wins the game.
[18.5] If the Southern Player hold s two of the three
Northern cities at the end of any Southern
Player· Turn and the Northern Player has also
succeeded in reducing the Southern Supply Grid
below its viable minimum. we arbitrarily assign
victory to the Southern Player because the
Northern Player mUSI be inc redibly inept to allow
such Ii happening.

[19.0] HOW TO SET UP
AND PLAY THE GAME:
THE SCENARIOS
For convenience. the Union Player should sit on
the North side of the mapsheet; the Confederate
Player on the South side. [t is strongly
recommended that the various sets of counters be

punched out from the die~ut counter sheet and
segrega ted by type and strength. This will grea tly
facili tate playing the game.
There is one basie seenario in Amerlean Ch'U War
which describes how to set up the game rOt" play.
for placement of Union garrisons. and Kentucky
neutrality. By the adoption of one or more optional
ruin described in 19.2 through ] ':I.b. the Players
may vary the conditions under which the basic
scenario is played. by either deleti ng. amending. or
ad ding to the stand ard rules (1.0 to 19.1). In effect.
these modifications create new scenarios.
119.11 SElliNG UP THE BASIC SCENARIO
Players take the following steps:
I. The NorthernPlayer places a Union Army
Strength Point on hex 646] 1. Fort Monroe. and a
garrison Strength Point "(I)" on hex 2031. Fon
Pickens. These uni ts are considered to be in
the forlS.
2. The Southern Player deploys thirteen Confed·
era te Army Strength Points in any manner he sees
tit within the bounds of the Confede racy u shown
on the map. The Southern Playe r deploys Leader A
with a 2 rating with any Sou thern unit in Virginia.
If the Southern Player leaves Virginia vacant. he
places the leader with any out·of·state unit.
3. The Northun Player deploys eighteen Arm y
Strength Poinh freely within the Un ion. He places
one USM RR unit each in Washington. Cincinnati.
and Cairo. He places three Naval St rength Points
in hex 5201. He receives no in itial leader(s) unit.
11!UI ] INITIAL PLACEMENT RESTRICTIONS
,. Neither Player may deploy units within
Kentucky.
2. No unit may be initially placed in a hex where it
would be unsupplied.
3. Confederate uni ts may not be deployed within
the shaded Nort hern -Sympathetic region of the
Confederacy. This is a rest riction on initial
deployment (only) and in no way restricts Southern
movement on Game· Turn one and thereafter.
4. The Northern Player may not deploy units in
Missouri except on rail hexes.
5. Except for the Union coastal garrisons
specifically nOled above. all units on both sides are
deployed unforti fied and no unoccupied fons may
be deployed.
119.1l] KENTUCKY NEUTRALITY
Kentu cky is neut ral territory on Game· Turns One
and T wo. Northern units are absolutely prohibited
from en terin g Kentucky on those turns unless the
Southern Player invades it lirst. The Southern
Player may invade Kentuc ky on Game· Turns One
or Two. but it he does so the state ceases being
neutral and instantly becomes a Union state with
the following consequences:
I. lIS s"te militia (] Poind is immediately
deployed by the Nonhern Player.
2. Its cities immediately reali;re an Intrinsic
Defense Strength.
3. Its railroads instantly become Union railroad s.
4. The Northern Player may freely enter Kentucky
on his immediately following Player-T urn.
If the Southern Player does nOi invade Ken tucky
on Game·Turns One or T wo. it automatically
becomes a Union state on Game·Turn Three.
Howeve r. as compensation the Southern Player
receives one Army Strength Point in Nashville.
instantly. upon the entry of the lirst Nonhern unit
into Kentucky on Game-Turn three or thereafter.
Playen m.y now commence the rlfSt Game.Tum.
OPTIONAL RULES
Optlon. 1 RuI n u$Cd to modifly the basic scenario.
119.21 OPTIONAL GARRISONS
Instead of automatically P]aeinll his two initial
units in coastal fort s. the Northern Player rolls the
die once for each of the following four locations. If

the die w indicates. he places the appropriate
unit on the hu.
Ole Roll for
G.rrison Type
Placement
and ConditIon
Loca tton
Pid:ens
] .2.3. or 4
(]). in fon
Sumter
] or 2
(II. in fort
Monroe
1.2.3.4 or 5
I. in fort
Norfolk
] .2.30r4
I. not in fort
I = nne Army St rength Point
(II = one Garrison Strength Point
The Army Strength Points necessary to garrison
eithe r Monroe or Norfolk are deducted from an
ini tial Union Strength of nineteen Points. If he
has to garrison both locations he will only have
seventeen Points for his ini tial deployment. The
garrison Strength Points do not cou nt against the
initial Strength of the Union deployment. To
repeatlhey arc totally immobile. have a maximum
Strength of I lunt ripled ) and may be used onl y if
called for by this rule. Otherwise they do nOI
appear in the gam e.
119.3] KENT UCKY
JOINS TUE CONFEDERACY
Kentucky is part of the Confederacy from go. The
Southern Player may deploy in it. Kentucky ci ties.
militia and railroads arc "'holLy Southern except
that the Kentucky cities have no Supply Point
value.
119.41 VIRGINIA IS NEUTRAL
Virginia is treated in a manner simiiar to
Kentucky (19. ]3) except that it joins the
Confederacy on Game-Turn Th ree. The North
may invade Virginia on Game·Turns One or Two.
but if it does so the Southern Player may instantly
place six Militia Strenglh Poin!s on an y Virginia
cities. The Southern Player may take his
Game-Turn Two Reinforcement Point normally
placed in Richmond. in Raleigh instead. The
Southern Player may not en ter Virginia until
Ganle-T urn Three unless the Union Player
im'ades tirst.
119.51 REVERSE TH E SEQUENCE OF PLAY
Let the Union Player go first in selling up and in
play. Victory conditions will still be evalua ted after
the Southern Player·Turn (making the game a full
sixteen Game·Turns in length). T his simple
modification aids the Union Player tremendously.
and in order to balance the game. live Points
should be deducted from the required Southern
Supply Grid Minimum across the board in order to
give the Southern Pla yer any chance at all.
119.61 SOUTHERN INCENTIV E
TO INVADE TilE NORTH
For every Southern Strength Poin t maintained in
any Northern city throughout a Nonhern
Player-Turn. the Southern Player receives an
additional Strength Point over and above his
normal reinforcements in his following PlayerTurn. This point may be placed "at large" in any
Southern reinforcement city. in excess of the
normal reinforcement limits. Note that after
Game-Turn Two. Kentucky cities are Northern
cities except. of course. if ]':1.3 is in elTeet.
119.71 LEE STAYS IN VIRGINIA
Except for a brief period along the Eastern
seaboard in early ]862. R.E. I..ee spen t the en tire
"'ar in Virginia in either ... command position or
... dvistory position. Indeed. it was the secession of
Virginia that caused Lee to resign from the U.S.
Army. Using this rule the Confederate Player is
forbidden to let the leader A (rating 2) with which
he begins the game. to leave the statc nfVirginia so
long as there is a single Confederate Strength Point
left within the state.

119.81

INT ER. TH EATER T RANSFE R
Occasionally political considerations militated
against the optimum movement of units on both
sidcs_ This was particularly true as regards
tr:ln~fers from the cast and the west and vice versa
during 1861 and 62,
T he Eu tern Theate. is defined as: New Jersey.
Dc!«ware. Pennsylvania, Maryland. D.C.. Vir·
ginia. North Carolina and South Carolina.
Th e Western T heater is defined as all the
"ther states.
During each Game-Turn of 1861 and 62. each
Player must roll the die to determine if he may
transfer any units from one theater to the other.
A 1.2 or J and he may transfer as many units as he
wishes between theaters. A 4.5 or 6 and he may not
tran~ler troops at all. This rule does not apply 10
1863. 64 or 65.

119.9.1

FOR EIGN IN TE RV ENTI ON
For anyone of a variety of implausible reasons.
England and/or France actively support the South
with money. supplies and naval support. Strip all
naval reinforcements from the Union from
Game·Turn three and thereafter. Increase the
Southern reinforccment rate by one "at·large"
Strcngth Point.

[20.0] GAME STRATEGY AND
DESIGNER' S NOTES
120.11 GAME

STRATEGY AND TACTICS
T acllcal.
The Combat Results T able reflects the tactical
realities of the Civil War. Infantry units armed
with a rifle-musket completely dominated the
battlefield. Cavalry was eliminated as a battlefield
arm and cven as a force for decisive pu rsuit.
Artillery. the decisive defensive arm in Napoleon's
battles, was forced to engage at a range in which its
contemporary shells and fire control was ineffective in supporting attacking infantry. Battles
became very bloody and usually indecisive in and
of themselves. Shiloh, Gettysburg, Wilderness, and
Chickamauga were two and three day slug fests
which left the winners as exhausted as the losers
and incapable of completely destroying the
beaten foe.

Most battles resulted in approximately equa!
casualties to each side. In Civil War you should not
expect to destroy an Enemy force in battle unless
you are p repared to lose an equal number of points
yourself. Obviously, you should never attac k with a
larger combat differential than is necessary to
achieve your desired result. To do so merely invites
unnecessary casualties to you r forces, Let us
presume you have a force of eleven points
attacking an unfortified enemy force of three
points, giving an intial differential of plus eight
which guarantees you an elimination of the enemy
force. Howeve r, unless you have an imperative
reason to eliminate the defender you would be
foolish to execute the attack al plus eight. The
most points you can kill is three (since that's all
he's got> while you will probab ly lose five yourse lf.
Attack at plus four which gives you a fifty percent
chance of eliminating him. while minimizing your
loss at two points. Howeve r, assume that he has six
points and you have fourteen yielding the same
plus eight differential. In this case you should
attack with plus six or seven or pl us eight.
depending UpOIl the percentage of his force you
want to kill versus your possible casualties.
Attacking fortified units calls for ca reful management of the combat differential also. Remember

you only need to kill the face value strength of the
Enemy defenders in order to eliminate him. Forts
triple the strength of the defending units. but
losses from combat are extracted at face value
strength which means that in a normal combat you
can eliminate a fort and its occupants without
inordinate excessive losses to you r forces by careful
selection of the size of the combat differentia l.
Defensive tactics consist of retreating or not
retreating depending on the strategic value of
maintaining your position (of course, this assumes
that you have the option to retrea t). If your forces
arc unfortified and the hex you occupy has no
particular value to you. or to the attac ker, retreat,
by all means, unless you wish to accept and inflict
casualties. If your position is fortified you usually
should hold your ground, if there is a chance to
preserve at least one point in it after combat. Forts
are not all that easy to build and if you can retain it
you will at least force the attac ker to remain
partially concentrated to successfully. attac k the
fort on his next turn.
If your defensive position contains an intact
friendly city and in taki ng losses you have the
choice of losing the city's intrinisic militia point or
an Army Strength Point, you should in almost all
cases give up the Army Strength Point rathe r than
the city Militia Point. It's a long ga me and the
intrinsic point never suffers attrition; it always wi11
serve to protect your city from an easy oc<:upation
by the enemy. Only if you visualize an immediate
need for the mobile army point which can on ly be
met from the force unde r attack should you give up
a city point to preserve the army point.
GRAND TA CTICAL
OR OPERATIONAL NOTES:
Northern Player:
Your grand strategy must be offensive, which
means your ope rations must be geared to preseve a
maximum mobile force on every Game-Tu rn. This
begins with your initial set-up. Unless faced with a
known "kamikaze" you can assume that on
Game-Turn one, your opponent wi11 not strike
north. Therefore. leave only one Point in
hex #44Ofl and one point in Washington, and
set·up the remaining strength in three Point forces
on hexes ending in one, three, five, seven, and nine,
all the odd numbers. These hexes inc lude Cairo
and Cincinnati. Under no ci rcumstances place
units on hex ending in zero. This set-up minimizes
the effects of attrition and of command control.
On every Game· Turn thereaftaer. through Game·
Turn six (at least) remember to optimize the odd
numbered hexes and to preserve you r forces in
multiples of three if possible on attrition turns. If.
as you should, you plan and execute an
amphibious campaign, note that by placing forces
on both Baltimore and Washington you will have
some forces available for emba rkation unless you
roll a command control die roll of three. Fortify
Washington, Cincinnati. and Cairo as soon as you
can and then forget about them except for a
garrison of one Point (two Points on attrition
Game·Turns).
[n 1861 and 1862 you should attack anywhere and
everywhere, if for no other reason than you want to
create leaders, Don't' be afraid to expose your
forces to counterattacks. !t'1I cost him as muc h as
you . The grain of the hex field aids attacks on the
North·South axis, since you can combine three
hexes on one while preserving a broad front of
attack. Smash all Confederate forts on the
Mississippi. Tennessee, and Cumberland as soon
as you can so that yo ur Riverine units can
penetrate and canalize Confederate movement
optio ll s. Remember above al1 to keep your

USMRR units moving. Seize a port on the
southeast coast "ASAP" and get a USMRR unit
down there. This will put it in exce!1ent position to
"repait" the he!1 out of the heart of th e Southern
railway grid. By 1863 you should be in a position to
drive on one of the three strategic Axis', the
Mississippi River, Nashville·Savannah, or Richmond-Wilmington. Take what the "Reb" will give
you and run. In late '63 you should concentrate
towards the state of Georgia. This means driving
on and seizing Chattanooga at the very least. At
some point before the weight of numbers gets too
one-sided, your opponent may strike at Washing·
ton or Bowling Green in order to disrupt your
supply lines and possibly, depending upon the
optional rules, garnering points. Your best
defense, of course, is a constant wide-front
offensive which leaves no avenues of approach ftee
from at least secondary zones of control. You
usually don't need to build forts except at key
railway and river junctions such as Memphis,
Nashville. Paducah, etc. If you do build, try to
keep at least one Point on top of the fort so that
you can combine the strength benefit of the
fortified Point(s) with the 1.ones of control of the
UJ1fortified Strength Point.
Southern Player:
Your strategy is defensive. Normally you gain
nothing by invading the North except a lot of grief.
On Game-Turns one and two you should turn
western Te nn essee into a Maginot line with forts
along the rivers and railroads. At all costs fortify
Nashville and Memphis and hexes 1814 and ISIS.
In the east, set up at hex 4407 and fortify it along
with Fredericksburg, Richmond, Petersburg, and
Norfolk. After Game-Turn one get Lee out of
Virginia. Use him as a fort builder and "recrUiting
sergeant" in the initial Game·Turns, by moving
him around to minimize command control effects
on your troop concentration. Fortify Wilmington,
Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, Pensacola, and
New Orleans. Keep them garrisonned with at least
one Strength Point. Hold the Cumberland Gap by
fortifying hex 2915. Like the Yank, you want to
keep your forces in multiples of three to minimue
attrition losses, but you often do not have the
strength to do this and still spread to cover a front
and to cover your fortifications. So you take yout
chances. Above all you don't want to leave a clear
alley to the deep South open to any material
Yankee force with a leader. The Movement
Allowances being what they are, an unoppO!iCd
force which doesn't have to pay Movement Point
penalties for Zones of Control can go a long way.
Once he gets a sizeable force into Alabama or
Georgia, even ifjt is unsuppJied, it still will take a
lot of killing. It rarely pays you to attack, giving
and taking heavy losses. except for the final
Game-Turns when you may have to do so to
recapture links in the final supply grid.
Pay attention to city supply values in any given
year. For example, Nashville can support four
points. and you should garrison it with three points
in a fort and one point on top. This is a
self·sufficient garrison which can stand all but the
heaviest Yankee attacks. In line with this, you
should use your mobile western field army,
whatever it consists of, to keep Nashville connected
with the South as long as possible. Field armies for
both players should remain dispersed in adjacent
sequentially numbered hexes to minimize the
effects of command control and attrition, eXCept of
course, when you must mass in preparation for a
Double-Match on a subsequent turn.
DOUBLE-MATCH (Both Playe rs)
Because Washington receives large reinforcements
and inevitably bad command control. it usually

accumulates enormous Strength Point tota ls.
Thirty Points is not unusual. T his means that it is a
natural, though involuntary, source of DoubleMatch forces for the Northern Player. With these
numbers he can usually swamp Virginia with
successive waves of Double·Match forces peeled
off of the Washington stack when it finally gets
free . The secret lies in tailoring the size of each
wave to the size of the presumed rebel positions in
its path. If the rcbs have only one Strength Point
fortified in hex 4407, don't use all thirty points
initially on this position. Peel off six and force the
Reb out one way or the other. When this
Double-Match initial force is spent, peel off
another and send it deeper into Virginia and so on.
When on defense against a Double-Match force it
is usually a real toss-up whether to stand or tun. If
you can give ground retreat, because the
combination of Zone of Control penalties and
Double-Match option costs will quickly exhaust
the Double-Match force's Movement Allowance.
GRAND STRATEGY (Both Players)
The heartland of the South consists of Montgomery. Columbus. Macon, Atlanta, and Augusta.
In 1864 and 1865 these intact cities, if tied
together. create a grid of twenty-fou r Points. This
is sufficient for a Southern Player victory if he
holds out until Game-Turn sixteen. Obviously. he
must hold other inter-connected cities on prior
Game· Turns eleven through fourteen to stay alive.
Mobile, Savannah, and Charleston are each worth
five Points. So the essence of the Southern Player's
strategy is to hold the heartland and at least two of
the three outlet ports through Game-Turn
thirteen, holding one port through Game·Turn
fourteen. and then holding out in the heartland
until the end. The three Florida ports connecting
by rail to the Chattahoochie River which in turn
connect to Macon and Columbus by river and rail
are often overlooked by the North and can garner
th ree bonus points to th e Southern player. Two
things the Southern Player must remember:
0) once the North occupies a city it"s gone forever.
So he should not be allowed a cheap shot at any
heartland city. (2) Only the USMRR can perm·
anently take out a Southern railroad. If he can get
a USMRR unit into your heartland railway grid,
you might as well burn a hole in the map. So you
fight long and hard to hold Tennessee and the
Southeast coast. iffor no other reason than to keep
the USMRR at bay. Remember, the most it can
advance on one Player· Turn is three hexes per
railway. so be guided accordingly.
As the war winds down and the game approaches
an end, th e Union Player will be taking chances
using his leaders to force troops out of supply onto
railways of the heartland grid. The Southern
Player will need a field army to counterattack and
force these Northern units off of the grid, thereby
restroing it to its use as a supply line. Railways are
pretty much what the strategy of the war is all
about. The Southern Player has two east·west
routes. One is obvious: the LynchburgChattanooga· Decatur-Memphis line. This route.
while obvious, is also vulnerable, and the South
will probably lose it by 1863. The other is much
more tortuous: Vicksburg-Meridian-MobileAtlanta·Columbia. etc. This is vulnerable to
amphibious incursion, in the Mobile area and in
hex 3623. So be guided accordingly. Eastern
Virginia is a theater of war in which the South can
profitably delay the North. It offers easily
defensible terrain which can restrict the movement
of the largest Northern armies. The Southern
Player must beware, however. of tying up excessive
forces in Virginia while permitting the North to
run wild in the west. In the end, you must be

prepared as the Southern Player to give up
Richmond, your capital, and retreat with your
forces largely intact toward the heartland. The
name of the game, after all, is to survive. You don't
win any kudos by holding Richmond until you lose.
_ IBH

p O.l) DESIGNER'S NOTES
The American Civil War is another one of those
games that went down easy during design and
development and came up shining and looking li ke
a winner. Being a strategic game it immediately
brought with it numerous, extremely difficult
problems. Fortunately. our experience at doing
games in general and large scale strategic games in
particular enabled us to solve a!l. or at least most,
of these problems quickly and efficiently.
First. of course, we had to solve some basic design
problems. Many of these problems were peculiar to
strategic level games. It was a big help to have only
recently completed the design of the World War U
game. The World Wa r n game provided us with,
so to speak, a model. Many of the basic design
ideas in the Civil War game came directly from the
Worl d Wa r n game. Most of these are fairly
obvious. We're using a hex grid, three-month
turns. and point-value units which are interchangeable.
The similarities are less apparent when it comes to
treatment of geography in the Civil War game. 10
the World Wa r U game, geography was kept
rather simple. Basically. this is what we did in the
Civil Wa r game. But, since the area covered in the
Civil War game was not quite as large as that
covered in the World Wa r n game, we were fon:ed
to include more geographic detail (one Civil War
hex is 25 mi. across). This is most noticeable in the
presence of rivers and militarily significant towns
and cities. We also had to include railroads, if only
because they were so important, so few. and so
obvious on a map of the scale oecessary for the
Ci vil Wilt game. The rivers. of course, presented
some unique problems of their own. They were
used primarily for transport, and in this respect
they were not navigable for their entire length.
Therefore. we had to classify each river by the
portion that was navigable and that portion that
was not. The rivers also had a certain effect on
land movement. But this was more as a minor
obstacle than anything else. The major geographic
feature was the Appalachian Massif which has the
effect of dividing the theater of the war into two
parts, the east and the west.
With these basic and fundamental problems
solved. all that remained was to add the necessary
details as simply and as efficiently as possible. T his
was th e second. and perhaps most imponanl,
aspect of designing and developing the American
Civil Wa r game.
In orde r to add the details to the American Civil
Wa r game. we had to analyze those elements which
gave the conflict its "flavor." To ascertain these
elements we had to penetrate the "fog of the Civil
Wa r." This meant examining in detail some oflhe
truths. as well as many of the myths which make
up the commonly accepted perception of what the
American Civil War was all about.
One of the most ignored aspect§ of the American
Civil War was the problem of economics,
particularly of the South. Much is made of the
industrial might of the North during the Civil War

and th e economic deficiencies of the South. But
what is not generally known. is that the South was
not all that economically deficient. And it was
primarily the loss of key economic areas early in
the war that produced. in the South. enormous
hardships which towards the end of the conflict
had a very direct affect on the fighting. At this
point we should make note of the contributions of
Al Nofi who did most of the research on this game.
The Nineteenth Century in general and the Civil
War in particular a re one of AI' s favorite periods,
one of the periods he is most knowledgeable about.
His knowledge and experience in this period
showed in the detail ofthe data he procured before
and during the design and development of
the game.
A considerably detailed analysis of the Southern
economy during the war was necessary during the
design and development of the game. What we
initially came up with was the economic potential
of the various areas as shown in the rules, as well as
their actual production at the beginning of the
war. The early prototypes of the game allowed the
South to vary the build·up of production <Supply
ability) capacity during the war. It was later found
out that in the majority of the games played. the
South fpllowed pretty much the same production
increase patterns. That is. they tended to increase
the productive capacity of the interior areas while
leaving the border production areas prelly much
the same since these areas were most likely to be
overrun by Union forces. We thus simplified this
earlier system by introducing a set increase in
production capacity for all the games. The
optional variable production building chart will
probably show up in MOVES magazine one of
these days. For the South, their very ability to wage
war was dependent upon their ability to produce
the materials of war. and thus supply thei r forces
in the field as well as raise new forces. This is the
primary reason why Sherman's "March to the
Sea" was so decisive in determining the outcome of
the war. This march effectively cut in half the last
viable Southern supply network, in addition to
destroying or neutralizing many of the key
Southern production areas.
Another misunderstood element in the Civil Wa r
was the effects of time and space upon the conduct
of the campaigns. Generally speaking. the armies
themselves moved rather slowly. While there were
occasional bold strokes and rapid marches, they
we re not that frequent and were usually conducted
against little or no resistence. To solve these
problems we came up with th e two-hex radius
Zone of Control. This enable fewer units to hold a
wider front. This made rapid and deep
penetrations of enemy territory highly unlikely and
quite difficult. This was just as it was during the
war. Deep penetrations of enemy territory were
still possible. of course, but one needed over·
whelming force on a particular point in order to
achieve this goal.
The North. of cou rse. had an alternate means of
penetrating the periphery of the Southern
defenses. T his was through their use of sea power,
not only on the coasts themselves, but also up the
navigable rivers. What hampered the use of sea
power for the North, as well as the employment of
their superior forces in general. was the effect of
Command Control. This. probably. is the single
greatest factor cnntributing to the Southern
successes and near victories during the early years
of the war. The quality of Northern leadership.
and. at times. Southern leadership. was quite low.
Opportunities were constantly lost due to inactivity
or e~ce~sive passivity on the part of sundry
generals on both sides. What made this low level of

command control so crippling was the unpredic·
tability of it. Even the best gene rals, at times, did
not go where they were supposed to go, when they
were supposed to go there. T his resulted in many
confused campaigns where neither side was
capable of doin g what they pla nned to do.
Many of the command control problems were
traced to political factors influencing the War. This
connection is not evident in the game itself,
although the political factors are represented at
various points in the game (such as the neutrality
of Kentuc ky and effects of Southern units invading
the North). as well 35 more widely in th e
optional rules.
As with most games, the goal of the American Civil
War game is to illuminate a few basic elements of
the campaign and show how they were in terrelated
with one another. This. we feel, we had done with
regard to th e war economies, particularly of the
South; the time and space factors; the influence of
command control on sea power; as well as, some of
the political factors that influenced the course
of the war.
The most interesting aspect of the design and
development of the American Ch U War game is
how specifically we worked into the game these
various factors. For example, the time and space
factors were made to "work" by the use of the
Double· Match rules. T his, quite simply, forced the
attackin g player to gather overwhelming force
against a particular point in order to not only
penetrate, but also to force a battle. The
Double· Match rules show that it is not always
possible to force a battle on you r terms. Or any
terms at all for that matter. T hese rules quite
simply and elegantly re·create the ebb and flow of
the campaigns during the Civil War.
Supply and the importance of railroads is quite
graphically shown in th e supply rules. This shows
why campaigns were simply not fought in certain
areas of the United States. Railroad supply was
absolutely necessary for the enormous armies used
during the period, Foraging. of course, is allowed
in the game, but it is realistically shown to be
capable of supporting only very small forces on a
given amount of territory.
The command control rules introduce not only the
element of unpredictability among the various
leaders in the Civil War. but also the ability of
more efficient leaders to rise up to positions of
power. The command control rules, then, add a
very essential human element to the war as a
whole, Another important human element was the
impact of attrition on the course of fighting. On
both sides there were rather high desertion rates as
well as considerable losses (much higher than
battle losses in fact) from non·combat casualties
due to disease. Since the American Civil War was
fought all year round with little regard to th e
normally accepted princple of "winter quarters."
the desertion and diseases tended to be highest in
certain seasons of the year. For the sake of
simplicity. without sacrificing too much realism.
we have thus concentrated the attrition of th e
armies into only two of the four yearly seasons. T he
attrition. of course, was random and this again
accounts for the unpredictability that always
dogged the supreme commanders of both sides.
Cities. forts and militia were all important factors
in the fighting. And while not critical. each added
their own little element of realism to the war as a
whole. Cities, of course. contain large concen·
trations of population. And these large concen·
trations of people were the basis of the militia
organization that every state maintained. For this
reason, the cities have an intrinsic self-defense

capability, and in addition. each state has its own
mobilie militia. This makes invasion that much
more difficult, Which is how it was. To further aid
the defense. and th e defense had a distinct
advantage during the Civil War, we introduce the
concept of field fortifications or "fons." T hese
forts were not invulnerable, of cou rse. and many
Southern disasters can be traced to the mistake of
tying up large forces inside of fortifications. At the
same time. however, fortifications time and again
enabled outnumbered Southern forces to with·
stand the assaults of far superior Union forces.
The overall manpower situation was quite
decisively in favor of the North. The flow of new
forces to the armies was fairly consistent from
quarter to quarter throughout th e war.This enabled
us to work the reinforcement problem rather
smoothly. T he Northern reinforcements tended to
stage out of th e major cities for the simple reason
that this was where most of the equipment and war
materials were manufactured. and it was most
efficient to equip the troops here and then move
them to the front. The Southern economy was
basically the same, but was more diffuse. And
because th e Southern Railroads were not quite as
efficient as the Northern Railroads, th e Southern
forces tended to concentrate over a wider area. All
this. of course, was built into the game.
One of the more interesting aspects of the game
was the treatment of Riverine or River gunboat
forces. While not unique in the annals of warfare,
the use of Riverine units reached some thing of a
peak during the American Civil War. It should be
noted. however. that {he use of Union sea power
was certainly not by itself decisive. The blockade of
Southern ports did not affect the overall Southern
position that much since Confeerate blockade
runners were able to get through with large
quantities of essential supplies despite the
blockade. The blockade,like the Union clearing of
the Mississippi. had more political and psycho-logical impact than anything else. These naval
accomplishments did. of course. have substantial
impact upon the course of the war, but not as
substantial as is commonly believed. And th e game
shows this. The Union naval forces were primarily
just one more powerful weapon in the North's
alread y bulging arsenal.
Th e optional rules cover some of the more likely
speculations that have grown up during and since
the war was fought. These. we feel. act as
something of a dessert to an already substantial
and excellent meal (game). The Am erican Ch U
Wa r is one of the games we are particularly proud
of because it has. we feel. successfully and
efficiently dealt with this major historical event.
We hope you'n agree with this and feel that you
will if you play th e game often enough.
--JFD
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REPEATS OF SOME IMPORTANT TABLES
[11.11) COMMAND CONTROL TABLE

Command Control Level

Die
Roll

I

2

3

4

5

1,4

1,3,6

1,3,5,8

1.3,5,7,9

1,2 ,3,6,8, 9

~

I

~

2

2,7

2,4,8

0,4,6,8

2,4 ,6,8,0

1.3,4·,6,8,0

3

3,8

5,7,9

1,3,7,8

1,3,5,7,9

1,3,5,6,8,0

4

4,7

1,4,9

2,4,6,9

2.4,6,8,0

2,4,5.7,8,0

5

5,9

2,5,0

2,4,6,0

1.3,5,7,9

2,4,5,7,9,0

6

6,0

6,8,0

2,5,7,9

2,4,6,8,0

2,4 ,6,7,9,0

~

~

-

Cross index current Comma nd Control Level column with
d ie-roll to yield hex ending-number of inact ivated army un its.

[12,1) ATTRITION EFFECTS TABLE

Die

-

I

2·3

4·6

I

•
•

•
•

I

2

3

I

2

3

4

3

•

•

•
•
•

•

2

•
•

I

2

3

4

5

4

•

I

2

2

3

4

5

5

•
•

I

2

2

3

4

4

5

6

I

I

2

3

4

5

5

6

~

-

Land Strength POlnts In Hex
7·9
10·12 13· 15 16-18 19-30+

RoU

--

-

[8,41[ COMBAT RESULTS TABLE
Combat Differential (Attacking Strength minus Defe nding Strength)
Die
Roll

-I

0

+I

+2

+3

+4

+S

+6

+7

+8

I

1/0

1/ 0

1/ 0

I II

21 1

211

212

312

412

5/3

2

1/ 0

1/ 0

II I

II I

211

212

212

312

412

513

3

1/ 0

II I

II I

211

21 2

212

213

3/3

3/ 3

6/5

4

1/ 0

III

•III

212

212

213

213

313

3/3

SI S

01 1

21 2

21 2

21 3

3/3

3/3

3/5

5/6

5
6

•I I I
••
•
011
I II
II I

• • 3/
• •6 417
••
• • 213
• • 3/
••3 3/5
• •212• 213

011

Attacks with a Combat Differential or worse tban - 1 are prohibited.
Combat Differentials higher than + 8 are resolved as + 8.

KEY, Attacker's face-value losses/Defender's face-value losses.
• = Lead er is eliminated if present.

116.61 TURN RECORD
REINFORCEMENT TRACK
At the start of the game. place
the Game-Turn marker in the
upper part (Confederate sectionl of the firs t box of the
trac k . Move it down \0 the lower
pari \0 indicate the Union
Pla),cr-Turn in progress. At the
start of th e second Game- Turn.
ad,'anee the marker one space
.nd shift il up to the (SA par!
of the track again. Follow this
routine throu ghout the game to
record the Player-Turns as they
occur.

Aside from indicating the
Game·Turn in play. the track
supplies a vaTiety of informa·
tion for each Player. For furthe r
explicalion of this information
see the appropriate rules sec·
tions (5.0. 11.0. 16.0. 18.0).

CSA Command Control Level

3

3

3

3

3

3

,

,

,

CSA Army Reinforcement Points

o

CSA Minimum Supply Points
for Preservation

19

7
19

7
II

7
II

7
II

7
II

7
l5

7
lS

lS

Game-Turn

1

2

3

4

5

Summer '61

Autumn '61

Winter '62

S..aso n/Year

24

Movement
Allowance

Attrition

USA Command Control Level
USA Army Reinforcement Poinls
USA Riverine Reinforcemenl Points

Attrition

,

,

o

II

o

USA Naval Reinforcement Points

o

1 in 5201
+ Farragut
3 in 5201

USA Total Sealift Available

o

l

{19.11 SlITTING UP THE BASIC SCENARIO
I. The Northern Player places a Union Army Strength Point On hex
N4611. Fort Monroe. and a garri,on Strength Pain! ··(1)"' on hex
n03!. Fort Picken s. These units are considered to be in the rorts.
2. The Southern Player deploys thin..,.n Confederate Army Strength
Point. in any manner he seos fit within the bound.of lhe Conf<deracy
as shown on the map. The Southern Player deploys l..eader A with a 2
raling with any Southern unit in Virginia. If the Southern Player
leave, Virginia vacant he place, Ihelcadcr with any out·of·,13t e unit.
3. The Northern Player deploy, eight..,. n Army Strength Point. fr..,.ly
within the Union (excluding Kentucky). He pla.es on . USMRR unit
each in Washington. Cincinnati. and Cairo. He place, three Naval
Strength Points in hex NS201. He receive, no in;tial leaden.} unit.

16

20

Spring '62

24

Kentucky
to Union

6

Summer '62

Autumn '62

24

20

Attrition

7
Winter '63

16

7

8

9
Sum mcr'63

Spring '63

24

24

Attrition

Attrition

S
II

S

S

S

4

4

4

II

II

II

I in 1208

0

I in 5201

o

0
10

] in 5201

0

3

1 in 5201
8

II
] in 1208
or 1513
I in 520]

II

o

II
0

Il

I'

IS

RESTRICTIONS ON INITIAL PLACEMENT
1. Neither Player may deploy units within Kentucky.
2. No unit may be initially plac<d in a hex where it would be
unsuppli<d.
J. Confederate unit. may not be deploy<d within the blue shaded

or 1513

0

I

0
16

[11.11 \ COMMAND CONTROL TABLE
Die Roll 1

Command Control Level
2
3
4

5

Nonhern -Sympathetic region ofth. Confederacy. This is a re~triction
On initial deployment (only) and in no way restricts
movement on Game-Turn One and thereafter.
4. The Nonhern Player may not deploy unit. in
ucept on rail hexes.
s. Ex~pt for the Union coastal garrison, ' I"'dfieally nOI<d
units on both si:l es .re deployed unfor\if,<d and nO
fon. may be deployed.

South ern

1.4

1.3,6

1.3,5,8

1.3,5,7.9

2.7

2,4,8

0.4,6,8

2.4,6,8,0

3.8

5,7,9

1.3,7,8

1,3,5,7.9

4.7

1.4,9

2.4,6,9

2.4,6.8.0

5

5,9

2,5,0

2.4.6,0

1.3.5,7,9

6

6.0

6.8,0

2.5,7,9

2.4,6,8,0

Mi ssouri
above. all
oceupi<d

2,4,0,7,I::I,U

5

Control Le~e l column with
of inactivated army units.

6
KE

~

Army Strength Poir.

1

2-3

4-6

7-9

10-1

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
1

2
2

2

2

2

3

2

3

4

7

7

25

JO

15.5 11 TERRAIN EFFECTS CHART
EFFECT ON MOVEMENT
TERRAIN TYPE
(MP=Movemenl Po in t)

7

JO

25

30 (if 40.
CSA wins)

2J

20

o

Clear hex

10

12

11
Winter '64

Autumn '63

20

16

Attrition

Fortified

4
11
1 in 5201

3

11
0

1 in 5201

17

14

13

Spring '64

Summ er '64

24

15
Winter '6S

Autumn '64

24

20

16
Spring '6S

16

24

Attrition

Attrition

3

3

,

,

11

11

3
11

11

11

1 in 1208

0

I in 5201

0

I in 1208

0

1 in 5201

1 in 5201

0

or 1513
I in 5201

18

19

0
20

21

22

23

zoe

or 1S13

Rough hex

«.:
<J]J
'.>:.::;.

..

Die

-1

0

+1

+2

+3

+4

+5

+6

+7

+8

Roll

1/0

110

1/0

111

2/1

211

212

312

412

513

1

110

110

1/1

111

21 1

2/2

212

312

4/2

5/3

2

110

I II

111

211

212

212

213

313

313

6/5

3

110

II I

*
111

212

2/2

-

2/3

213

313

5/5

II I

*III

011

212

212

*I I *I

011*

*
0 11

**
212

**
2/3

3/3

4

Attacks at Comba t Differentials of worse th an -1 are prohibited: higher than + 8 are resol~ed as +8.
~Y: Attacker's face-va lue losses/Defender's face-value losses (see 8.42 in rules folder)

Fort

o

Other terrain

Defender tripled

(5

Enemy units may not enter until
intrinsic Defense Strength is
eliminated.

Inttin~lc

Un navigab le
River hexside

I MP addition to cross. Riverine
and Naval units may not enter.

Add two points to defenders
when attac ked from across
river.

IMP addition to cross. Riverine
units expend V, MP per hex·
side; Naval units prohibited.

Add two points to defenders
when attacked from across
river.

May not be crossed by Confederate units except at ferry
points nor by Union units
except through riverine units.
Riverine and Naval units expend y, MP per he ~side.

Units may not attack across
tidal river hexsides.

Units may cross without penalty

Add two points to defenders
attacked from across river.

~

~

Leader is eliminated if present.
Tidal Riverhexslde

M I ~ n ~ rl ~

~ ~ IN M~ ~ ~ ~
~t) =~ '-IN
1MIM ~
-

.5

~

I"iI :3 ~

•

Other terrain

NavIgable Rlver
hexslde

U':I

Normal

One tenth MP when moving by
rail. Otherwise pay cost for
other terrain.

'&
--

)

~

5 MP to enter

Kentucky RR hex

Combat Differential (Attacking Strength minus Defending Strength)

fool

Normal

Defender doubled

US A RR

[8.41j COMBAT RESULTS TABLE

!::!

MP to enter

6 MP to enter

~

CSA RR hex.

*=

COMBAT EFFECT

nI

R1",
R,nhlde
..d/
Ferry Hus

I

Indicates connection of railline
to river: when there's a railhead
on both sides of a Tidal river
hexside this forms a Ferry
he~side enabling the CSA units
to cross for + 1 MP. Ferrv

Defense Strength of

Ferry/Railhead has no effect.

